POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM
(Purpose: To hold the Chief Constable to account and
to enable issues to be discussed and decisions made in public)

Monday 19th November 2018 at 1 p.m. – 3 p.m.
Filby Room, Building 1, Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
Note for Members of the Public: If you have any specific requirements to enable you to
attend the meeting, please contact the OPCCN (details overleaf) prior to the meeting.
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Enquiries to:
OPCCN
Building 8, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
Direct Dial: 01953 424455
Email: opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
如果您希望把这份资料翻译为国语，请致电01953
424455或发电子邮件至：opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
联系诺福克警察和犯罪事务专员办公室。
Если вы хотите получить данный документ на русском языке, пожалуйста,
обратитесь в Управление полиции и комиссии по рассмотрению правонарушений в
графстве Норфолк по тел. 01953 424455 или по электронной почте:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Se desejar obter uma cópia deste documento em português, por favor contacte o
Gabinete do Comissário da Polícia e Crimes através do 01953 424455 ou pelo e-mail:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jei šio dokumento kopiją norėtumėte gauti lietuvių kalba, prašome susisiekti su Policijos
ir nusikalstamumo komisarų tarnyba Norfolko grafystėje (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) telefonu 01953 424455 arba elektroninio pašto adresu
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jeśli chcieliby Państwo otrzymać kopię niniejszego dokumentu w języku polskim, prosimy
skontaktować się z władzami policji hrabstwa Norfolk (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) pod numerem 01953 424455 lub pisać na:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
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AGENDA ITEM: 3

MINUTES OF THE POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM MEETING
HELD ON MONDAY 1ST OCTOBER 2018 AT 2:00 P.M.
FILBY ROOM, BUILDING 1, NORFOLK CONSTABULARY, JUBILEE HOUSE,
FALCONERS CHASE, WYMONDHAM, NORFOLK, NR18 0WW
1.

Attendance:
Mr L Green

Police and Crime Commissioner, OPCCN

Also in attendance:
Mr S Bailey
Mr P Sanford
Mr S Megicks
Mr N Davison
Mr J Hummersone
Ms S Lister
Mr J Stone
Dr G Thompson
Mr M Barsby
Mr J Mann
Apologies for Absence:

Chief Constable, Norfolk Constabulary
Temporary Deputy Chief Constable, Norfolk
Constabulary
Assistant
Chief
Constable,
Norfolk
Constabulary
Temporary Assistant Chief Constable,
Norfolk Constabulary
Chief Finance Officer, Norfolk Constabulary
/ OPCCN
Director – Performance and Scrutiny,
OPCCN
Performance and Scrutiny Manager,
OPCCN
Director – Policy and Commissioning,
OPCCN
Director
–
Communication
and
Engagement, OPCCN
Performance and Scrutiny Assistant,
OPCCN

Apologies received for Chief Executive Officer Mark Stokes from the OPCCN.
2.

Declarations of Personal and/or Prejudicial Interests:
There were none received.
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To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 31st July 2018

3.

The minutes were approved. The following updates were provided to the
actions arising from the previous meeting:
•

the PCC asked for updates to be provided on the following actions from the
previous meeting:
• the PCC requested for an update to be provided for KSI figures in Norfolk.
The Chief Constable advised that this would be covered under item 6 of
the report for this meeting
•

the PCC requested for updates from the Strategic Planning and Monitoring
Group to be reported to future Strategic Governance Board (SGB)
meetings as a standing agenda item. It was agreed that this will be tabled
for the next SGB meeting and will be a standing SGB agenda item moving
forward

•

the PCC asked for an update on officer time saved by Operation Solve
and the new telephony system in the Control Room. The Chief Constable
reported that there had been a reduction of calls seen in the Control Room
due to the work of Operation Solve. The Chief Constable advised that the
revamp of the Constabulary website had also led to a reduction of calls
seen in the Control room which has in turn increased the availability of
officers on the frontline

•

the PCC queried how much officer time had been saved by the
introduction of mobile devices. The Chief Constable advised that a piece
of work was ongoing by the Joint Performance Analysis Department
(JPAD) to evaluate technology and Stop and Search processes. They
were looking at the use of devices for crime recording and what calls had
been made, and the Chief Constable advised that cashable savings would
be known by the end of the year

•

the PCC requested for an update on how the Constabulary was improving
its communication with the public. The Chief Constable explained that
Corporate Communications in the Constabulary were looking at ways to
increase the Constabulary’s digital footprint, such as a greater presence
on YouTube. It was also mentioned that Beat Managers were almost all in
place, and were working with the engagement officers to raise the role of
Beat Managers to the public. The 2020 model had been launched and
would show improvements over the next few months

•

the PCC requested for an update on the Constabulary’s future rural activity
to be provided to him. The Chief Constable said that he would provide an
update later in the meeting
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Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’

4.

The Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the Constabulary’s
progress on the Strategic Objectives for Priority seven of the Police and Crime
Plan. The report presented by the Chief Constable also included the latest
Estates Strategy update at Appendix A, the performance measures for ‘Good
Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’ at Appendix B, and the 2018/19 budget
monitoring report at Appendix C.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Chief Constable outlined that the Constabulary was up to its strength in
terms of numbers, the new sergeant for the Norwich Moonshot city team and
all neighbourhood teams were in place. The Chief Constable announced that
nearly all Beat Managers were in place and the 2020 Model is beginning to
take shape, with benefits beginning to be seen across the force

•

the Chief Constable stated that 964 of 965 999 calls were answered over the
weekend and the Constabulary were only abandoning a small percentage of
total calls. The Chief Constable added that response times were higher than
they were previously, which when put in context with increasing demand
meant that the Constabulary was performing well, but any 101 calls coming in
to the Control Room to do with vulnerability would be picked up in seconds

•

the Chief Constable advised that the Constabulary was working closely in
collaboration with Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service, Suffolk Constabulary and
Norfolk County Council in order to maximise Norfolk Constabulary’s budget.
He mentioned that Norfolk Constabulary had a £9 million deficit to bridge and
was interested what the government would say over the next few days in
terms of police funding. The Chief Constable stated that violent crime
statistics are going the wrong way and were now becoming as much of a
public health problem as an enforcement problem. The Chief Constable
advised that Norfolk Constabulary was doing as much preventative work
around violent crime as possible but needed to accept that the Constabulary
were receiving more reports and violent crime was on the increase

•

the PCC asked for information around the one percent increase for police pay
and who was involved in those negotiations. The Chief Constable advised that
officers had a body that negotiated on their behalf in terms of pay and that the
increase was factored into the Constabulary’s budgets. The PCC asked if the
Chief Constable endorsed the decision for an additional increase to officer
pay and the Chief Constable replied saying that he thought the
recommendations should be accepted, and mentioned there were other police
chiefs involved in the pay levy

•

the PCC questioned if the precept rose again by 5.5%, would there be more
police staff dedicated to schools. The Chief stated that three additional staff
had been added to Safer Schools, however the Constabulary had struggled to
recruit for the remaining posts. He added that due to the threat of county lines
activity, two officers originally for Safer Schools would be used to tackle
county lines as a pilot. The Temporary Deputy Chief Constable added there
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had been difficulty finding the right skillsets for the past and further added that
two posts were working with social workers to focus on prevention of county
lines offending for children at the highest risk
•

the PCC stated that he visited school with special measures and children who
had been expelled from other schools. He mentioned that he had talked to a
clinical therapist there who said that she had not seen police officers present
even though there had been people parked outside school grounds trying to
recruit children for use in county lines activity. The Temporary Deputy Chief
Constable outlined that the Safer Schools team would work with the most
vulnerable children in these schools, and stated that there may be a greater
need for resource in the evenings rather than during school hours. The PCC
announced that he had a different view as the clinical therapist stressed that
she called 999 and was advised that she should call 101 when reporting
matters of immediate concern. The Chief Constable advised that there would
be times where 999 was appropriate and some times where it would not be,
and added that the police uniform was not always welcome to certain people
in certain schools. ACTION: For an update on Safer Schools and their
priorities within special measure schools to be provided to a future
meeting

•

the PCC queried why the time to answer 101 calls had increased and asked
how the Constabulary was planning to reduce the time taken to answer 101
calls. The Chief Constable outlined that the telephony system was designed
to prioritise calls that required quicker attention, but stressed that 999 calls
were being answered well and this was the priority for the Constabulary. He
added that the most urgent 101 calls would be prioritised meaning that less
urgent calls, such as calls for gun licencing, would be at the bottom of the
queue. Calls for such matters as gun licencing would be informed through
automated messages of other places they could go for their query, such as on
the Norfolk Constabulary website

•

the PCC asked why the percentage of emergencies in target had decreased
in the past 12 months from the long term average and asked if this was a
national trend. The Chief Constable stated that he would like to see the
number higher for Norfolk, however in comparison nationally Norfolk’s figures
were good and advised that if we were to compare it would be best to
compare with the Most Similar Forces nationally. He added that it was difficult
to compare between different forces as they all had different priorities, such
as Norwich which had a night time economy that was not seen anywhere else
in the Most Similar Forces. The Chief Constable also mentioned that
confidence and satisfaction levels of the public were good

•

the PCC queried the progress of the move of the Attleborough station as the
application had been submitted over a year ago. The Chief Constable advised
that it was sitting with Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service and agreed that it was
a long delay. The Temporary Deputy Chief Constable added that a meeting
with estates and the Fire and Rescue Manager was due to occur in the next
few weeks. The PCC then queried the progress of the Reepham station to
which the Chief Constable stated that he was not sure and would get back to
the PCC once he knew. ACTION: For the Chief Constable to update the
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PCC on the progress of the Reepham Police Station proposals. The PCC
asked for an update on the progress of the Holt station. The Chief Constable
stated that there were broader plans to join police and fire stations and the
Constabulary were awaiting planning permission from the district council in
Holt
•

the Chief Finance Officer provided an update on the Constabulary budget. He
outlined that the Constabulary budget was forecast to underspend slightly and
that the Constabulary was in a better position than last year. The Chief
Finance Officer also reported a significant increase in vehicle fleet insurance.
This was an issue nationally and the insurers had required significant
improvements in driver training and claims risk reduction. The Chief Finance
Officer added that vehicle telematics were important in this regard as the
information would identify inappropriate driving as well as under used
vehicles. He also added that there was a small budgeted contingency for
exceptional pressures as well as the general reserve for financing exceptional
operation costs

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Support Rural Communities’

5.

The Temporary Assistant Chief Constable presented the report, which
outlined the Constabulary’s progress for Priority two of the Police and Crime
Plan.
The key points discussed were:
•

the Temporary Assistant Chief Constable outlined the report. He stated that
Superintendent Jason Broome was coordinating Community Safety and was
supporting Beat Managers and officers under Operation Randall. He
announced that positive actions had been occurring in these areas and was
pleased with the development of the team. Work was being completed in
regard to the Community Rural Advisory Group (CRAG) and was receiving
information back from members of the public in rural communities. He stated
that work was continuing through Operation Galileo to prosecute hare
coursers, and added that there had been positive media coverage in relation
to the Operation

•

the Temporary Assistant Chief Constable advised that the Operation Randall
newsletter had recently moved to become a monthly newsletter and in the
report mentioned that there were currently around 2000 subscribers, however
he also mentioned that due to the work of the diocese this number may well
have increased. The Temporary Assistant Chief Constable stated that there
had been a survey taken from the Rural Community Network which contains a
wide range of rural issues, which could be used for local rural communities in
Norfolk

•

the Temporary Assistant Chief Constable updated the PCC on the Special
Constabulary and the hours they had completed, including that Special
Constabulary recruitment continues. The Temporary Assistant Chief
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Constable stated that the Constabulary provides site surveys and advice for
rural properties. The Temporary Assistant Chief Constable went on to talk
about the performance measures included in the report. He stated that there
were currently 193 Special Constables with a number still going through
vetting processes. The Constabulary was working with the Learning and
Development team to improve how the Constabulary offer recruitment, and
advised that more flexible training for Special Constabulary officers was being
looked into
•

the Temporary Assistant Chief Constable reported that the Constabulary
recruitment campaign had been launched over social media platforms and the
public had demonstrated an interest. He added that the plan was for
recruitment to be linked to police meetings around the county where
recruitment could be advertised to an audience, and so should see a rise in
recruitment once this had been implemented

•

the PCC questioned what feedback had been heard from rural communities in
terms of policing in rural areas. The Temporary Assistant Chief Constable
stated that the response had coincided with national feedback about visibility
of police in rural communities. He added that rural crime and ASB were
concerns to the public, so Norfolk Constabulary had recently invited 30
gamekeepers to the Sandringham estate to listen to priorities from them in
order to ensure rural community priorities were being listened to

•

the PCC queried how many officers were dedicated to rural crime. The
Temporary Assistant Chief Constable advised that there were officers from
different areas all involved in rural enforcement and prevention. He mentioned
that the Operation Randall team, Special Constables and the Community
Safety team all had a role to play in rural policing. The Temporary Assistant
Chief Constable added that officers were dedicated to areas that include rural
areas and also mentioned that half of the Beat Managers were be dedicated
to rural areas

•

the PCC questioned why a reduction from 23 to six special constables
dedicated to rural crime had occurred. The PCC understood that a number of
these officers had chosen to become full time officers, however these spaces
were not filled and their expertise was not necessarily transferred to rural
policing as the officers may have had new non-rural roles. The Chief
Constable stressed that it was previously misleading to say the officers were
entirely dedicated to rural crime, and that the PCC needed to look at the time
and energy spent by the officers. The Chief Constable outlined the increased
dedication to tackling rural crime since the PCC came into office. The Chief
Constable went on to say that Operation Moonshot was mainly dedicated to
rural areas and were doing great work. The Chief Constable stated that there
was still the issue of perception of visibility of officers; however the policing
model was up to full strength and was heading in the right direction, and the
Constabulary needed to get the message out about the work they are doing
more efficiently

•

the PCC questioned if the issue with unauthorised encampments and the
national legislation around encampments was now moving to a larger political
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issue. The Chief Constable stated that there was political narrative to the
issue and advised that the Temporary Deputy Chief Constable was working
with district councils to create permanent stopping sites for travellers. The
Temporary Deputy Chief Constable stated that a number of MPs had
suggested that a change in law would be helpful, however mentioned that it
would be more beneficial if there were dedicated sites for the travellers to
move to. He added that the local perception was that police were not doing
enough to move on travellers in unauthorised areas, however if there are no
sites for the travellers to move to the power the police have was minimal. The
Chief Constable added that there was an issue with travellers ‘yo-yoing’
between unauthorised sites, which had become a political problem
•

the PCC requested for figures on Special Constable recruitment. The
Temporary Assistant Chief Constable stated that he could find out the
specifics for the PCC and provide the information to him. The Temporary
Assistant Chief Constable added that analytics found that there had been a
144% increase in hits generated for the recruitment page, it was just a
question of whether that could be turned into applications or not. ACTION:
For the PCC to be provided with details of Special Constabulary
recruitment. The PCC also questioned what qualifications you would need in
order to join the Special Constabulary. The Temporary Deputy Chief
Constable stated that the thresholds are less than regular officers, being Level
3 qualifications, however the applicant would still be required to attend an
assessment centre to qualify

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Improve Road Safety’

6.

The Assistant Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined the
Constabulary’s progress for Priority three of the Police and Crime Plan.
The key points discussed were:
•

the PCC wished to raise youth road safety, mentioned the #Impact scheme
and the increase of speed enforcement, in particular for B roads, and stated
that he was interested to see how the Constabulary was performing in these
areas

•

the Assistant Chief Constable outlined the report. He stated that there had
been 30 fatalities in the rolling year 2017/18 which was a decrease of one
third from the previous year. The Assistant Chief Constable mentioned
however that the number of KSIs had gone up, along with the long term
average which was a ten percent increase. He put this into context by stating
that according to the Office of National Statistics there are more cars on the
road than in previous years and over the last five years the number of billion
miles travelled by road users had increased by half a million miles, which
therefore meant that there was statistically more likely to be collisions

•

the Assistant Chief Constable stated that Norfolk Constabulary were currently
looking at cluster sites where collisions were likely to occur; however not all of
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these cluster sites needed enforcement action, but Norfolk Constabulary look
to see what preventative action and education could be used to lower the risk.
The Assistant Chief Constable advised that the cluster sites were primarily
where enforcement action takes place, and mentioned that in the last six
months 75 traffic tickets were issued, mainly for speeding
•

the PCC raised the issue that the KSIs were not based on the severity of the
collision and therefore the figures could contain KSIs that are severe and KSIs
that are less severe, and so asked how differentiation could be established
and how the risk was assessed. The Assistant Chief Constable advised that
Norfolk Constabulary was working with Norfolk County Council to assess risk
in cluster sites and deciding on how money could be best spent in order to
increase protection of these sites

•

the PCC queried who assembled the KSI figures. The Assistant Chief
Constable reported that officers determined this using the aid of the CRASH
system which had criteria to define a serious injury. The Assistant Chief
Constable advised that the implementation of the CRASH system had a
correlation with the increase in serious injuries seen. The reason for this could
be that the CRASH system would define a fractured finger as a serious injury,
whereas an officer might not have defined a fractured finger as a serious
injury before the CRASH system introduction

•

the PCC questioned if Norfolk police were assembling the figures for KSIs in
the county, whether these figures were independent of County Council figures
and asked if the figures could go before the Safety Camera Partnership. The
Assistant Chief Constable reported that the figures could be provided to the
meetings of the Safety Camera Partnership. ACTION: For KSI figures to be
provided to the Safety Camera Partnership meetings. The PCC queried
how a decision would be made on what money should be spent on for road
safety as the Constabulary and County Council would both have figures for
KSIs in the county. The PCC queried about the issues of speeding on the
A149 to which the Assistant Chief Constable clarified that the Constabulary
would continually review these areas and provide the necessary prevention
measures to ensure the safety of roads in Norfolk. The Assistant Chief
Constable advised that there were aspects of the data that would allow a
composite view on the best ways to spend money used for road safety

•

the PCC mentioned that fatalities had reduced in numbers, but the number of
serious injuries had gone up. He then stated that the numbers would change
every year but asked if they would have to change enforcement based on new
yearly figures. The Assistant Chief Constable advised that you have to
compare figures for previous years to gain the full context of KSIs in Norfolk,
and in terms of enforcement the Constabulary would constantly review any
enforcement action taken to ensure that the most appropriate action was
being delivered for the money spent

•

the Assistant Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary needed to look at
who was vulnerable in terms of road users as bikers and cyclists would be
more likely to have a serious incident as they would come off of the bikes. The
Assistant Chief Constable mentioned that there had been a reduction in
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cyclist and passenger casualties, however young drivers (17-24), who were
only 7% of total licence holders, were involved in 28% of total KSIs
•

the Assistant Chief Constable stated that he did not have figures to hand but
could highlight that national statistics would infer that young men would be the
greatest percentage of KSIs. The Assistant Chief Constable went on to report
that the Constabulary was supported by the Safety Camera Partnership
where a total of eight officers were dedicated to enforcement. He added that
Operation Moonshot was another way in which the Constabulary provided
enforcement of the Fatal 4, and have introduced a Moonshot team in Norwich
city for a pilot

•

the Assistant Chief Constable announced that Norfolk was the fourth highest
user of drug wipes in the country, and mentioned that the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk had help fund the availability of them. He
reported that it was hard to measure against previous drug offence figures as
Norfolk Constabulary did not previously have drug wipes and so had to
conduct a sobriety test in place of these. The PCC queried if the use of drug
wipes were routine or only used if the person was suspect of an offence. The
Assistant Chief Constable advised that they could conduct a drug wipe test
after stopping someone for any traffic offence and did not have to be due to a
suspicion of drug offences. The PCC asked if the drug wipes were expensive
and the Assistant Chief Constable clarified that the tests were £20 each, but
the more expensive part of the tests were the blood tests that were conducted
afterwards. The PCC questioned if officers also check for previous convictions
when testing for drugs and the Assistant Chief Constable reported that
officers did. ACTION: For comparison data from April to October 2018 to
be provided to the next PAF covering the ‘Improve Road Safety’ theme

•

the PCC questioned if fingerprint kits were widely used for frontline traffic
officers to identify offenders. The Assistant Chief Constable advised that there
were other ways in which officers could identify the offender, for example their
ID or driving licence. If they were to give a different name there were powers
in place to arrest the offender. The Assistant Chief Constable advised that the
Constabulary had been working with Youth Offending Teams and the Office of
the Police and Crime Commissioner to educate young people on road safety.
This had been completed through different means, one of which was the
#Impact campaign which took students through the story of a young person
who survived a road collision. It was mentioned by the Assistant Chief
Constable that there were two marked sports cars, the Mitsubishi Evo and the
Porsche Cayman GT4 which were used to attract the attention of and educate
young people on road safety

•

the PCC noted that the #Impact campaign has been having an impact in
schools across the county and asked if the campaign could be used in other
settings such as Christmas markets to raise awareness of the dangers of
drink driving. The Assistant Chief Constable stated that the message being
portrayed needed to work and needed to ensure the right resource was in
place. The Assistant Chief Constable explained that the Constabulary aimed
to use its budget efficiently to support preventative work conducted by the
Constabulary. The Chief Constable added that there had been contribution
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from the Highways Authority alongside the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner towards #Impact. The PCC queried if there was any merit in
collaboration with an extension of the campaign with the wider community to
which the Assistant Chief Constable replied that there was. The Chief
Constable stated that there could be further exchanges had in relation to the
exploration of the extension of the Impact initiative. ACTION: The topic of
the exploration into the extension of the #Impact initiative to be returned
to at a future meeting
•

the Assistant Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary worked with
cyclists and motorcyclists in classrooms and out on the roads to raise
awareness of road safety. The PCC reported that he had heard of a
motorcyclist riding at 140 miles per hour, and mentioned that he was not
prosecuted. The Chief Constable assured the PCC that this was misreported
and the Constabulary had received inappropriate criticism in relation to this.
The Assistant Chief Constable added that the Constabulary had invested in
the Close Pass initiative with cyclists on roads and would continue to deliver
this scheme, and would update the PCC on its progress. ACTION:
Constabulary to provide an update on progress of the Close Pass
scheme to the PCC

Emerging Operational / Organisational Risks

7.

The Chief Constable outlined the emerging operational / organisational risks
to the Constabulary, and gave updates on current ongoing processes.
•

the Chief Constable reported that the threat of County Lines in the county
continued alongside an increase in violent crime. The PCC asked if this was
resource intensive for the Constabulary, and the Chief Constable replied
stating that Norfolk Constabulary was doing its best with the resources it had.
The PCC queried how many reports of violent crimes the Constabulary
received which the Chief Constable clarified were at times more than 55
reports a day. The PCC questioned what the Chief Constable could do to
tackle violent crime and the Chief Constable reported that there was a lot of
work that needed to be done in this area and noted that further discussions
could be had with the PCC on this topic. ACTION: Chief Constable to
discuss tackling violent crime with the PCC at a future date

•

the Chief Constable outlined that the Constabulary still needed to address the
issue of perceived lack of visibility in Norfolk Communities

•

the Chief Constable stated that the budget deficit faced by the Constabulary
continues to be an issue to note. He added that pension funding could make
the deficit harder to bridge and so the Constabulary would need to tailor its
services according to budget pressures
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8.

Date of Next Meeting:
Monday 19th November 2018 – 13:00 to 15:00 in the Filby room, Building 1,
Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House, Falconers Chase, Wymondham,
Norfolk, NR18 0WW.

…………...……………………….
Lorne Green
Police and Crime Commissioner

…………...……………………………
Simon Bailey
Chief Constable
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AGENDA ITEM: 4

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 19th November 2018

SUBJECT: Police and Crime Plan: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

SUMMARY:
This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and
Crime Plan 2016-2020. The report also includes the latest Estates Strategy
update and the latest revenue and capital budget monitoring report for the Chief
Constable’s delegated budget.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing
Objectives for Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and
Crime Plan 2016-2020.

1.2

The Constabulary scrutinises force performance and expenditure through a
number of regular frameworks. These include a number of internal meetings,
for example the Strategic Planning and Monitoring Group and Organisational
Board reporting directly to the Chief Officer Group. The Strategic Governance
Board is an internal meeting held with the Police and Crime Commissioner as a
forum to scrutinize performance. Externally, the Police Accountability Forum is
held bi-monthly, where the Chief Constable, senior officers and staff are held to
account by the Police and Crime Commissioner. In addition, public question
and answer sessions have been established across the county to allow the
public to directly question the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Officer
Team on performance and any other concerns (SO27, Develop robust
accountability frameworks and governance arrangements).
SO25: Deliver an efficient policing service, achieving value for money for
all Norfolk residents.

1.3

A meeting structure has been put in place to manage Areas for Improvement
included in HMICFRS reports. They are managed through the Deputy Chief
Constables’ HMICFRS Steering Group and have Chief Constable approval prior
to submission to the Strategic Governance Board. A number of meetings have
been held so far, and all Areas for Improvement and the informal actions are
being progressed.

1.4

The Constabulary is committed to achieving efficiencies through a shared
service provision, and is actively exploring national, regional and local
opportunities through the 7 forces strategic collaboration programme and with
our preferred partner, Suffolk Constabulary. Year on year efficiencies have to
be found in order to balance the budget.
Norfolk 2020 – One Year On.

1.5

In October 2017, Norfolk Constabulary announced the proposals for a new
policing model which would fundamentally change Local Policing in Norfolk and
ensure that the organisation was fit for the future.
The major changes announced saw the removal of the Police Community
Support Officer (PCSO) role from the organisation, an uplift in police officers
and the creation of two state of the art premises for detectives to tackle the high
harm, high impact, high complexity investigations of today and the future.
Despite planning ahead, the organisation could never avoid the situation where
the uplift in police officers we were seeking would all be fully effective prior to
the PCSOs’ departure. To the Communications Department’s credit, as well as
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Human Resources recruitment and learning and development, Norfolk
Constabulary had recruited virtually all of the required police officers by 1st April
2018, when the new model officially went live.
1.6

Norfolk 2020 also initiated Operation Solve, which would alleviate demand from
the frontline particularly in crime recording, Grade C (slow time) attendance,
and follow up enquiries such as CCTV collection and statement taking. In
addition, an alternative reserve style model for the role of scene guard has
been developed to alleviate this particular demand around cordons on frontline
officers. The first opening of the lines has seen 32 applications from all around
the county.
Despite all of these measures, this summer was always going to be potentially
difficult owing to the transition from one operating model to another and the
time it takes for student officers to become effective.

1.7

A review of the Public Enquiry Office (PEO) operating model was undertaken to
ensure that the model was efficient and effective for the future. The new model
has become business as usual and is now fully staffed. Engagement Surgeries
are available as announced at police stations across the county, for 2 hours
each week, to ensure members of the public can engage with a local officer
face to face should they wish. The dates and times of the Engagement
Surgeries are advertised locally via social media and local newspapers as well
as on the Constabulary website and on local signage at the police station.

1.8

It is only right to present the final outcomes for the 176 affected staff who were
PCSOs and PEO staff. When so many are put at risk of redundancy, in an
organisation with shrinking budgets, the outcome is not going to be positive.
However, the fact that 76 members of staff were retained, 30 becoming police
officers was beyond expectations. It is significant that so many years of
service, so much organisational knowledge, and so much skill has been
retained. Most importantly for the people involved, this has not put them
through the same levels of jeopardy so this is a good outcome.
It is true that 100 people did leave the Constbaulary, but the organisation
managed the change process in an exemplary manner and the staff affected
conducted themselves impressively throughout.
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176

Staff affected

76

1.9

Retained
1x senior PEO
13x PEO
30x PCs
16x EHH
3x SSP
3x CCR
10x other

Left
4x resign
1x career break
95x redundant
(84x PCSOs 11x
PEOs

100

Building the Norfolk Policing Model.

Stocking 2020 model

RESPONSE

NEIGHBOURHOODS

NEIGHBOURHOOD
POLICING TEAMS
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SSP

MOONSHOT

From a starting percentage in the high 70s on 1st April 2018, Norfolk
Constabulary’s Local Policing establishment has climbed to 87% effective
strength in the Districts. This is very good progress. A percentage of 90/91
would be the expected level, with there being an expected gap from 100%
owing to long term sickness, abstractions, and secondments etc.
Our Safer Neighbourhood Team Patrol numbers are fully resourced. This has
seen an increase in three officers every shift of every day of the year (two
Police Constables and a Sergeant.) In addition, there are surplus numbers as
this is where student officers are placed initially following completion of their
classroom based training.
Within neighbourhoods, we have hired 14 new Sergeants dedicated to
Neighbourhood Policing; a significant step in co-ordinating the Beat Managers’
efforts and focusing on neighbourhood priorities and neighbourhood problem
solving. The Beat Managers are now nearly fully recruited to, which includes
an uplift to 100 Beat Managers from a starting point of 84.
Three of the five Neighbourhood Policing Teams have been recruited to, and
Breckland is in the process of advertising.
The Safer Schools Partnership has 80% of its police officers and half the staff
that the precept rise managed to protect. Having failed to recruit the remaining
3 staff roles on a number of occasions, the 2020 model has again
demonstrated its flexibility in adapting to the challenges we face. Therefore, the
three vacancies have been converted into two further police officer posts to join
forces with Norfolk County Council in further developing the prevention element
against County Lines. This will run as a pilot initiative for a 6 month period.
Finally, with respect to the rollout of Op Moonshot, the decision was taken to
pilot the already established Moonshot West team in the city of Norwich, to test
that the tactic that has been so productive in the rural west would be as
impactive in the city. So the team transferred for two months. Combining with
Roads Policing and Armed Response, with Specials dedicating huge amounts
of hours enabling us to put out more vehicles, and the Road Casualty
Reduction Partnership officers on their bikes, the productivity was remarkable.
The Moonshot West Team (1 Sergeant and 8 Police Constables) have, in the
West of the County, achieved 208 arrests in 183 operational days, recovered 7
figure sums of property, brought about a vast number of driving points, and over
150 years’ worth of disqualified driving penalties, along with nearly £40,000
pounds worth of fines.
In the city, when combined with the Road Casualty Reduction Team, Roads
Policing, Armed Response Vehicles and Specials, in 25 operational days, they
achieved 105 arrests and 165 seizures of vehicles, disrupting criminals, seizing
weapons and stepping up the Constabulary’s proactive and preventative
approach to tackling criminality.
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Op.Moonshot

Content that the tactic will indeed have the desired effect, the Constabulary has
pressed on with the permanent recruitment of the Moonshot City Team. A new
Sergeant and eight Police Constables have been recruited and are undergoing
the intense training prior to an operational ‘go live’ on a permanent basis on
November 12th 2018.
When this team is up and running, the organisation will look to continue the
rollout with the Moonshot East team.
1.10

Calls for Service.
NORFOLK 2020

calls

attendance

crime
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channel shift

The Constabulary carried out an initial five months in health check of some key
metrics, although it is too early to draw substantial conclusions regarding the
rollout of the new model.
999 calls have increased nationally, and Norfolk is no exception. This summer
there were 8 additional Grade As a day and 11 additional Grade Bs. That is on
top of about 120 of each type of call, i.e. just under a 10% increase. It is
important to keep in mind, that these are the calls that we have to get to within
15 minutes, or 20 minutes, or 60 minutes in terms of our response model. And
these calls matter, they are a key part of the service we provide.
Norfolk’s Contact and Control Room coped with this increased call demand,
and the response model maintained the attendance performance despite it not
being up to fully effective strength.
The types of calls rising are in line with the already identified trends; Domestic
crime and Domestic incidents, as well as violence against the person.
Whilst 999 calls have increased, 101 has undergone a transformation during
this summer with the arrival of the new telephony system. This has brought
about a dramatic fall in the number of calls reaching our communication
officers. Some of this will be through people self-selecting the routes through
the auto-attendant, but the other benefit to the system is the ability to have
more resources on switchboard. So whilst the number of people calling 101
has remained broadly the same, the number who have needed our skilled
communications officers to assess their call in terms of threat, risk, harm and
vulnerability (THRIVE) is far fewer. Specifically, reductions of more than 25%
have been seen. This also provides an enhanced service to those who are
immediately re-directed to their chosen department/location, rather than having
to wait for a call taker to become available.
Importantly the system also allows the Constabulary to prioritise calls more
effectively. If the call is domestic related, clearly this is a higher priority than an
administrative one. As a result, the Constabulary is in the process of reassessing the key performance indicators for call handling non-emergency
calls. Clearly, a single target for all call types is no longer relevant.
The Constabulary is also running a pilot with regards to our attendance of
domestic incidents. This has been successful in ensuring the vast majority of
domestic calls are attended within 24 hours, recognising this inevitably has an
impact on the speed to attend other call types.
Crime is, unfortunately, on the increase. There is more cyber, more abuse,
more sexual and violence offences. Whilst this more complex demand must
take our attention and resource, the force, with resources reducing had to
change how it investigates the lower level volume crime.
The previously mentioned Op Solve has been part of our developing response
to this. Here the Constabulary has used the restricted and recuperative duties
officers from around the county to take up both crime recording, and desk
based investigations. Starting from only two crime types, shoplifting and
making off without payment, this operation has broadened and expanded to a
number of volume crime types.
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This is genuinely a zero cost resource in the sense that there has been no
growth of posts, merely using the resources differently with the team making
great strides. The work of Solve is focused on Grade Cs and Diary calls for
service (i.e. the slower time necessary attendance). Over this summer, they
have processed 45 calls for service per day. This removes demand from the
frontline from a starting point of 120 calls for service per day.
The main beneficiaries of the new Solve model have been victims, who get a
more prompt service. There is great power in talking promptly to a police officer
as the person to investigate the crime.
In June, the Constabulary launched a re-vamped website which has helped
guide more people around the services we offer and for us to structure the
information people submit. This has led to improvements in our crime recording
and our compliance with the necessity to record crimes within 24 hours of
reporting. Whilst the early findings are positive, an area of concern, which is in
line with the national trends, is a declining positive outcome rate. This
continues to be analysed to understand what can be done with the resources
available to reverse the trend.
1.11

Investigations Hubs
NORFOLK 2020
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There has been significant progress with the investigations hubs project.
Extensive consultation has taken place to agree and assess which teams
should join the detectives within the hubs. Those affected parties have
subsequently been engaged in terms of assisting the layout and the facilities.
Inevitably this led to a number of iterations of design, but all the design
alterations have been positive.
Whilst this work has been ongoing, naturally the situation has changed, so the
buildings themselves have had to be reassessed. The crimes which will be
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processed by the officers and staff in these premises continue to rise and this
trend does not look like it will plateau. Additionally, improvements to victim
services identified through the consultation, population growth, and the
additional teams joining the premises have all added to the original design.
However, the continuation in the crime trends and the ever growing digital
landscape re-enforces the need to move to these pioneering Investigation
Hubs.
In addition to the building design work, the critical work stream has begun to
assess the change to our processes within the new buildings. This project will
revise how our investigation practices work; to improve them, and streamline
them such that the organisation can cope with the increasing demand without
copious amounts of additional resource.
Whilst visibly to the public there may appear to be little progress, the project
remains on track for both premises to be completed in 2020.
1.12

What Next?
NORFOLK 2020

?
WHAT NEXT?

As ever, there are new challenges which will need to be addressed, such as:
•
•
•

The recent pension changes affecting the available funding
The potential impacts of the new police recruitment programme (Police
Education and Qualifications Framework)
The uncertainty about the future of police budgets making financial planning
very difficult

Nevertheless, the Norfolk 2020 model was designed to be able to adjust to
different levels of funding, positive or negative, in a swift manner and without
the need for fundamental re-structure.
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The Norfolk 2020 Policing Model is evidence based, scalable, flexible and
designed to ensure that the Constabulary is fit for the future. A key aspect of
the design is that the data which assists modelling can be refreshed every year
so that Chief Officers can adjust resources accordingly. This summer’s data is
already being analysed to assist these decisions. In the meantime, the
Constabulary looks forward to the autumn and winter, as the new model gets
closer to full strength.
1.13

A detailed report of the Constabulary’s Estates Strategy is attached as
Appendix A.

1.14

The Performance Measures for Priority 7, Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’
Money, are attached in Appendix B.

2.

FINANCIAL UPDATE

2.1

An important part of the demonstration of Good Stewardship is the monitoring
of the revenue and capital budgets which are delegated to the Chief Constable
for spending on operational policing and delivery of the Police and Crime Plan.

2.2

At this half year stage the budget is forecast to be marginally underspent at the
year end. Full details are in Appendix C.

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None

Report Authors:Supt Jo Doyle
CFO John Hummersone
5 November 2018
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Appendix A

ORIGINATOR: Head of Estates.

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information.

SUBMITTED TO:

Police Accountability Forum – 19th November 2018.

SUBJECT:

Estates Update.

SUMMARY:
This paper updates the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk (PCC) on the
latest position with the Norfolk 2020 estates strategy projects.

RECOMMENDATION:
For the Norfolk PCC to note the estates strategy update.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION.

1.0
1.1

ESTATES STRATEGY – NORFOLK 2020 UPDATE:
Following the last meeting the Norfolk 2020 related Estates projects are
updated as follows:

1.2
BRECKLAND:
1.2.1 Attleborough – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at
Attleborough Fire Station. Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals.
Attleborough Police Station – Existing Site.

The site is also proposed to be shared by the East of England Ambulance
Service, who will move with us from the existing London Road police station
site.
Consultation has taken place with the Highways Authority regarding blue-light
vehicular activity as the fire station is located opposite a pre-school and to
review if there is any material impact on the wider local road infrastructure. The
Highways Authority has now replied at the end of October 2018.
The Estates Department will now advance the project together with Fire &
Rescue and Ambulance partners.
1.2.2 Swaffham – The PCC previously approved the purchase of a new site at the
Eco-Tec Business Park, Swaffham. Contracts have been legally exchanged to
purchase a new site located behind Waitrose supermarket.
Existing Swaffham Police Station.
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Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have completed the design of the new
police station and west Norfolk investigation hub. A planning application has
now been submitted to Breckland District Council. A planning decision is
expected in early January 2019.
1.3
BROADLAND:
1.3.1 Acle – It is planned to relocate services to a new police station and east Norfolk
investigation hub. Works are ongoing by the Estates Department to investigate
site options for the new east Norwich investigation hub site.
Acle Police Station

1.3.2 Reepham – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at
Reepham Fire Station.
Reepham Police Station – Existing Site.

Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and Broadland District
Council approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police report
room extension on the fire station building via the award of planning permission
on 13th July 2018.
The proposed works at Reepham Fire Station have now been placed out to
tender, together with the proposed works at Holt Fire Station and the results will
be reported to the PCC.
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1.3.3 Sprowston – It is planned to relocate to a new Eastern Investigation Hub.
Work is ongoing to investigate site options for the new east Norwich hub site.
Sprowston Police Station – Existing Site.

As of 1st March 2018, the existing Sprowston Police Station has been
designated as an ‘asset of community value’ and a restriction has been placed
against the registered property ownership title at the Land Registry. This will
provide a future opportunity for the community to have the first right to purchase
the site, but this will still be at market value.
Chaplin Farrant architects are commencing background investigations in
preparation for the future disposal of the site.
1.4
GREAT YARMOUTH:
1.4.1 Caister On Sea – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken
practical investigations of the site and they have now submitted a planning
application to Great Yarmouth Borough Council for future sale and residential
re-development of the site.
Caister-On-Sea Police Station – Existing Site.

The East of England Ambulance Service use part of the police station has
ended.
1.5

KING’S LYNN & WEST NORFOLK:
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1.5.1 North Lynn – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they are now advancing final plans ready for the
submission of a planning application for future sale and residential redevelopment of the site.
North Lynn Police Station – Existing Site.

The Head of Estates has consulted with both the Borough Council of King’s
Lynn and West Norfolk and Freebridge Housing Association, who are the
owners of the neighbouring residential estate.
1.6
NORTH NORFOLK:
1.6.1 Holt – The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at Holt Fire
Station.
Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and North Norfolk District
Council approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police station
extension on the fire station building via the award of planning permission on
14th September 2018.
The proposed works at Holt Fire Station have now been placed out to tender
together with the proposed works at Reepham Fire Station and the results will
be reported to the PCC.
Holt Police Station – Existing Site.
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1.6.2 A draft outline planning application is being prepared by Chaplin Farrant
architects for the future disposal of the existing Holt Police Station site for
residential use.
1.7
NORWICH CITY:
1.7.1 Tuckswood – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they have now submitted a residential planning
application to Norwich City Council.
The application is for a change of use to residential for the former police house
(as per photo below) and for four residential units on the site of the adjoining
beat box and car parking area.
Tuckswood Police Station – Existing Site.

The Head of Estates has consulted with Norwich City Council regarding the
future disposal of the site. There has also been an expression of interest from
a community group to lease the site. This is being explored further and
recommendations with be reported to the PCC in due course.
1.7.2 Bowthorpe – Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical
investigations of the site and they have now submitted a planning application to
Norwich City Council for residential re-development on the site.
It is proposed the application will be for three dwellings.
Bowthorpe Police Station – Existing Site.
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2.0

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

2.1

As stated in the report.

3.0

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

3.1

As stated in the report.
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
No.
Yes – Via Estates
Strategy.
Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes, but no formal
assessment has
been made.
Yes.
To protect the
availability of
frontline
resources.
Quality of service
target.
Capital
programme.

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?

Financial Savings.
Yes.
Consultation has
taken place with
partners.
EG: Fire &
Ambulance.
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Appendix B
Performance Measures for Priority 7, Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

COUNTY
Area

Last 12
months

Long term
average

Difference

% Emergencies in target

89.3.%

92.3%

-2.9%

% of 999s answered within
10 seconds

90.3%

87.0%

3.3%

Average time to answer 101
calls (County Only) (mm:ss)

N/A

N/A

N/A

% of public who agree police
are doing a good job (Crime
Survey for England and
Wales)

68.9%

68.4%

0.4%

Indicator

Good Stewardship of
Taxpayers' Money

Attending Emergencies
•

The aim is for 90% of emergencies to be attended within the Constabulary’s
target. The target for urban areas is 15 minutes and for rural areas, 20 minutes
(timings calculated from the point of the call being received to an officer being in
attendance).

•

In September 2018, 91.1% of emergencies in urban areas were attended within
the target time and 88.2% of rural emergencies were attended within the target
time.

•

In September 2018 the average time to attend an emergency in urban areas
was 8 minutes 41 seconds; the average time to attend a rural emergency was
12 minutes 44 seconds.

•

The increase in 999 calls being received has inevitably resulted in more
emergencies for front line attendance, which will be one contributory factor for
the decrease of 2.9% in emergencies within target, compared to the long-term
average. There have been over 1,600 more emergency response (Grade A)
calls in the current 12 month period to the end of September compared to the
long-term average.

•

The ongoing significant recruitment of new police officers means there is a
temporary reduction in the percentage of officers that are response trained in
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front line roles. Work is ongoing with the Constabulary Driver Training team to
address this.
•

Emergency response incidents are overseen by a trained dispatcher with
additional management support where the incident requires it. All emergency
attendance times are monitored live time and the dispatcher can always
consider an alternative unit if a difficulty in resourcing a response in good time
is encountered. For example, this could mean utilising a specialist unit such as
a roads policing resource.

Answering Emergency calls
•

The national target is to answer 90% of 999 calls within 10 seconds.

•

Norfolk Constabulary continues to perform strongly around the ability to answer
999 calls within 10 seconds despite the marked increase month on month in the
volume of these calls being made. The increase is not isolated to Norfolk, but
reflected nationally across all forces. For example, 999 call volumes for June,
July and August (9,518, 11,082 and 10,385 respectively) all exceeded the
highest month in 2017 which was July at 9,337 emergency calls. September
2018 was close to the 2017 high season point with 9,324 calls.

•

For reference 90.6% of 999 calls in September were answered within 10
seconds.

Answering 101 calls
•

In June 2018 Norfolk Constabulary introduced a new telephony system. An
automated attendant helps callers quickly redirect their call who want to contact
specialist units, such as custody or traffic justice. Those remaining are then put
through to the control room switchboard team who will speak with the caller and
risk assess the reason for the call. Once risk assessed, each call is added to a
specific queue.

•

Those call queues with the highest risk are prioritised to be answered first and
include reports around public safety, domestic incidents and mental health.
The average time to answer these calls in September was less than one and a
half minutes.

•

In September, routine reporting of police related matters such as crime, road
related issues and anti-social behaviour are answered in an average of 5
minutes or less.

•

The average time in September to answer calls deemed to be advice or
administration was 6 minutes 55 seconds.
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•

It should be noted that when call demand is high or there is a spike in
emergency calls, the actual wait times for public calls can exceed the average
time.

•

To alleviate some of the waiting time issues for the public, Norfolk Constabulary
has updated its website to facilitate better on-line reporting. This allows
members of the public to provide information to the police on a variety of topics
and report certain crime types directly without having to phone 101 and wait in
a queue. The Switchboard team will also highlight this opportunity to callers
where they think it is appropriate and staff report there has been a level of take
up for this option. Further developments are planned for the website in due
course.

•

The Contact and Control Room is currently undergoing a significant recruitment
programme as well as an upskill of a number of current staff to ensure key roles
are filled. The training programme will cause some abstraction of experienced
staff to assist with mentoring so there could be some potential impact on public
call answering times.

% of the public that believe police do a good job
•

The indicator for the percentage of the public who agree the police are doing a
good job is a question asked as part of the Crime Survey of England &
Wales. The survey data is taken quarterly with the most recent figure published
being for the year ending March 2018. The Constabulary’s score of 69.5% was
the second highest since September 2015 and ranks Norfolk 8th nationally with
the national average score being 61.6%.
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APPENDIX C

ORIGINATOR: Chief Finance Officer

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Discussion

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum 19th November 2018

SUBJECT: Budget Monitoring Report 2018/19
(based on period to 30 September 2018)

SUMMARY:
1.

This report provides a high level financial overview of the Constabulary
Revenue and Capital Budgets for the current year, 2018/19.

2.

The Commissioner approved the total revenue budget and capital
programme for 2018/19 in February 2018 and this report forecasts income
and expenditure to the end of the year (outturn) based on the position at the
end of September 2018.

3.

The forecast revenue year-end position is an underspend of £0.161m (0.1%
of the delegated budget of £159.455m).

RECOMMENDATION:
a)

The PCC is recommended to note the report.
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1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

Based on the position as at 30 September 2018, the total Chief Constable’s
Net Revenue Budget is forecast to be underspent by £0.161m (0.10%) at
year end.

1.2

The high level summary is as follows:
Budget
2018/19
£0

Chief Constable Gross Operational Spending
Transfer from Reserves
Chief Constable Net Revenue Spending

161,388
-1,933
159,455

Full Year
Forecast
£0
161,595
-2,301
159,294

Over(-)/Under
spend
£000
%
-207
368
161

-0.13%
-19.04%
0.10%

1.3

At month 5 the constabulary was forecasting a year end overspend of
£0.117m against its gross operational budget. At month 6 the position has
moved to a forecast year end overspend of £0.207m. The change includes an
increased overspend in non-pay costs, partly offset by an increased forecast
underspend in pay and corporate budgets following a lower allocation of pay
inflation than budgeted.

1.4

This is a mid-year forecast and many operational costs, e.g. partnership
activity, are not under the direct control of the Chief Constable and/or are
demand led.

2.

Revenue (Day to Day) Spending

2.1

The current forecast overspend by the Constabulary on the Revenue Budget
is £0.207m (0.13%) at the year-end. The main variances are explained
below and provided in the following table:

Pay Related Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related Costs
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third party payments
Corporate (centrally held budgets)
Income
Total
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Budget

Full Year

Over(-)
/Under

2018/19
£000
129,689
1,275
16,123
3,600
12,444
2,616
3,668
-7,829
161,588

Forecast
£000
129,449
1,432
16,577
3,530
12,836
2,614
3,337
-7,980
161,795

Spend
£000
241
-157
-454
70
-392
1
332
151
-207

2.2

Pay Related Costs
The forecast underspend of £0.241m includes the following variances:
•
•
•
•

2.3

Police Pay (£0.120m overspend) due to average strength predicted to
be 3 FTE over establishment.
Police allowances (£0.240m underspend) due to lower unsocial hours
payments than budgeted.
Police overtime (£0.140m overspend), primarily within County Policing
Command and Protective Services.
Staff pay (£0.261m underspend) due to vacancies.

Other Employee Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.157m primarily relates to redundancy costs
(£0.134m). Additional budget has been allocated to support the anticipated
costs of £0.050m reported last month in respect of assessment centres to
support the 2020 officer recruitment programme (see para 3.7).

2.4

Property Related Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.454m includes the exit payment in respect of
the lease for Vantage House (£0.386m), as reported last month. This is offset
by the additional use of reserves (Invest to Save), as per para 5.1. In
addition, there is a forecast overspend of £0.050m in relation to consultant
estates fees.

2.5

Transport Costs
The forecast underspend of £0.070m includes travel expenses (£0.025m) and
£0.100m relating to fuel, based on usage in the first 6 months of the year,
offset by an overspend in vehicle hire (£0.055m). Additional budget has been
allocated for the increase in insurance premiums of £0.250m reported last
month (see para 3.7).

2.6

Supplies and Services Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.392m includes additional costs in relation to
demand led pressures for doctor and surgeon fess, forensics and interpreters
(£0.122m), consultancy (£0.170m) and insurance liabilities (£0.100m).

2.7

Corporate (centrally held budgets)
Within this heading there was a balance remaining of £0.632m allocated for
cost pressures and inflation. From this balance, a budget of £0.300m has
been allocated to cover permanent cost pressures for assessment centres
(para 3.3) and insurance premiums (para 3.5). This results in a forecast
underspend of £0.332m.

2.8

Income
The over-achievement in income of £0.151m primarily relates to mutual aid
assistance and court income.
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3.

TRANSFER FROM RESERVES

3.1

The budgeted transfer from reserves of £1.933m primarily relates to Norfolk
2020 funding and cost of change, together with some temporary revenue
items such as the contribution to the seven force collaboration team costs
and provision for temporary posts. The additional use of reserves (£0.368m)
relates to the funding of the exit payment in respect of the lease at Vantage
House, as per para 2.4. This will be adjusted based on the final capital and
revenue outturn.

4.

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

4.1

The Commissioner approved the Capital Programme of £11.143m, including
slippage from 2017/18 of £3.237m. The budget has increased to £11.169m
due to the approval of £0.026m funding in relation to additional costs in
relation to the Athena reporting solution.

4.2

The current forecast expenditure at year-end is £10.504m. The forecast
underspend includes £0.100m relating to re-profiling of Estates schemes, and
underspends of £0.345m forecast in joint schemes, £0.261m of which will be
required to be carried over into 2019/20. Additional underspends have been
identified in a number of ICT schemes which offset the previously reported
overspend in the Telematics project.

Original
Budget
Slippage from 2016/17
Table A – schemes
approved for immediate
start 1 April 2016
Total Capital
Programme
Table B – schemes
requiring a business
case or further report to
PCC(s) for approval
Table C – Longer term,
provisional schemes
requiring further reports
Total

£m
3.237

Changes
to be
approved
£m
0

Revised
Budget
£m
3.237

7.712

0

7.712

10.949

0

10.949

220

0

220

0

0

0

11.169

0

11.169

5.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

5.1

There are no other implications or risks.
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Forecast
£m

10.504

Variance
£m

0.445

Corporate Monitoring Report at 30 September 2018
Norfolk Constabulary - excluding Safecam
CONSTABULARY SUMMARY OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Pay and Employment Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related
Transport Related
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments
Capital Financing
Contingencies

Full Year Budget

Actual Year to Date

£

£

Full Year Forecast

Forecast to Budget
Variance

£

£

129,689,497
1,275,310
16,123,480
3,599,990
12,444,443
2,615,515
4,897,660
3,668,350

63,602,054
788,764
8,655,053
1,312,118
6,360,133
91,315
58,604
0

129,448,677
1,432,277
16,577,470
3,529,750
12,836,100
2,614,405
4,897,660
3,336,550

240,820
-156,967
-453,990
70,240
-391,657
1,110
0
331,800

174,314,245

80,868,041

174,672,889

-358,644

Grant, Trading and Reimb Income

-7,829,315

-2,144,837

-7,980,055

150,740

TOTAL INCOME

-7,829,315

-2,144,837

-7,980,055

150,740

166,484,930

78,723,205

166,692,834

-207,904

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

NET INCOME/EXPENDITURE
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)

STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’

Has legal advice been sought on this submission?

No

Have financial implications been considered?

Yes

Have human resource implications been considered?

Yes

Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and resources, and
environment and sustainability implications been considered?

Yes

Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?

Yes

Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been considered
including equality analysis, as appropriate?

Yes

Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the Police and
Crime Plan?

Yes

Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely to be
affected by the recommendation?

No

Has communications advice been sought on areas of likely media interest
and how they might be managed?

No

In relation to all the above, have all relevant material issues been
highlighted in the ‘other implications and risks’ section of the submission
and have all the relevant officers/staff been consulted?

Yes

Report Author: John Hummersone - Chief Finance Officer
Date: 5 November 2018
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AGENDA ITEM: 5

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 19th November 2018

SUBJECT: Child Criminal Exploitation (CCE)

SUMMARY:
This paper will provide an overview of the work underway to develop a Child
Criminal Exploitation Team pilot in Norfolk. It will cover the following areas:
•
•
•

•
•

The Current Approach to Child Criminal Exploitation in Norfolk;
The Proposed Child Criminal Exploitation Model;
Links to the Missing, Adult Sex Work, Slavery and Trafficking Team
(MAST), Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation Team (MASE) and Future
Strategic Direction;
Evaluation and Performance Monitoring;
Governance.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the contents of the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

Background and Current Approach to Child Criminal Exploitation in Norfolk
Evidence around the impact of adverse childhood experiences has been
recognised as having an impact on a child’s development (Young Minds,
2018). Compared with young people with no adverse childhood experiences,
those with 4 adverse childhood experiences are shown as being:
•
•
•
•
•

5 times more likely to have had underage sex;
6 times more likely to have an unplanned teenage pregnancy;
7 times more likely to have been engaged in violence;
11 times more likely to have used illicit drugs;
11 times more likely to have been incarcerated.

In addressing the impact of adverse childhood experiences it has been
recognised that these vulnerabilities mean that children are at increased risk
of being exploited either sexually, criminally or both.
As an organisation Norfolk Constabulary has been addressing the needs of
children at risk of Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE) for some time through the
Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation (MASE) Team. However, the recognised
business model around County Lines has meant that children are also being
exploited for drug related criminal purposes.
There has been a great deal of enforcement activity in relation to County
Lines in Norfolk but less work around the exploitation of children within this
model, although work is now underway to address this through the Child
Criminal Exploitation Team pilot that has been led by Norfolk’s Youth
Offending Team. It is recognised that Child Criminal Exploitation is wider
than the County Lines model, and should also include children who are
exploited through other criminal activity linked to acquisitive crime, drugs,
violence and sex. Whilst this paper discusses the risk around young people, it
is recognised that adults can equally be considered as vulnerable and at risk
of exploitation.
Norfolk Police responded positively with the launch of Operation Gravity in
2016 to tackle County Lines style offending in the county; however this
response has been focused on enforcement and criminal justice outcomes.
Currently risks to children and young people are addressed within the MultiAgency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) but contemporary risk is considered
against the Norfolk Threshold Guide, meaning that intervention is not as
preventative as it could be or as specialised. This paper seeks to outline the
proposed multi-agency model which will aim to identify and respond to risk
through early intervention rather than further downstream at the post
enforcement stage. Whilst it is recognised that Child Criminal Exploitation is
linked to other strands of business such as Child Sexual Exploitation and
Missing and Modern Slavery, this team will seek to employ innovative
methods of prevention addressing both the push and pull factors into criminal
exploitation. The Child Criminal Exploitation team will also raise awareness
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and develop training for professionals around Child Criminal Exploitation as
well as offering a consultation and advice service for front line staff and their
managers.
1.2

Referral and Risk Assessment
The MASH will act as the single point of contact for referrals, which will be
accepted through pre-existing referral routes. Whilst these remain the same
for the police, with referrals made via Athena and also by direct email into the
MASH, Children’s Services will be adopting their new model of referrals
through the single direct line to the Children’s Advice and Duty Service
(CADS) from 17th October 2018. Where Child Criminal Exploitation is
indicated, a multi-agency screening process will take place in exactly the
same way as for Child Sexual Exploitation. The intention is to have one
combined screening tool for both Child Sexual Exploitation and Child Criminal
Exploitation. Corresponding to the assessed risk level, a tiered intervention
tool (which is still in the process of development) will indicate actions
expected from partner agencies.

1.3

The Child Criminal Exploitation Team
The key objectives of the team are (as provisionally set by the Youth
Offending Team):
•
•
•
•

Raising awareness and training for front line professionals in relation to
Child Criminal Exploitation;
Offering consultation and advice for front line professionals in relation
to Child Criminal Exploitation;
Diversion and Intervention;
Enforcement.

The structure and composition of the team is still under development but it
currently consists of a Youth Offending Team Manager, 4 Youth Offending
Team Workers & 2 Social Workers. There is an internal recruitment process
underway at the moment to recruit 2 (1.8 FTE) Police Constables to the team
utilising funding from within the Safer Schools Partnership achieved by the
Police and Crime Commissioner’s precept raise in 2018.
The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner has also submitted an Early
Intervention Youth Fund Bid, which, if successful, would potentially add 4
Detached Youth Workers and a Child Criminal Exploitation Coordinator to the
team as well as a range of intervention and education options.
An Information Sharing Agreement that will formalise the exchange of
information and intelligence between agencies.
The Child Criminal
Exploitation team, with the use of a risk assessment tool, will provide a
framework for the management of risk and provide a protocol for managing
individual cases. Where a child is identified as being at significant risk of
harm through exploitation, a strategy discussion should be held.
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1.4

Links to Missing, Adult Sex Work, Slavery and Trafficking Team (MAST),
Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation Team (MASE) and Future Strategic
Direction
The Child Criminal Exploitation Team in its proposed format will run for a 12
month pilot period, primarily covering Norwich based young people. Early
relationships with the pre-existing Missing, Adult Sex Work, Slavery and
Trafficking and Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation are essential and are already
being formed. The teams will be required to align processes and safeguard
those across the separate vulnerabilities ensuring that there is an agreed
safety plan with a nominated lead professional. The mid-term strategic aim is
that the Child Criminal Exploitation and Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation
teams are integrated. In time it is envisaged that this will also encompass the
Missing, Adult Sex Work, Slavery and Trafficking Team team. A working
name for this proposed integrated team is the Multi-Agency Child Exploitation
(MACE) Team.
Whilst the Child Criminal Exploitation team are dedicated to addressing the
risk around young people, there is recognition that this will not address the
vulnerabilities around adults at risk of exploitation through County Lines. The
Safeguarding Department and the Intelligence Unit are currently looking at
identifying risks to vulnerable adults along with tiered intervention options
through a risk assessment tool feeding directly into the Constabulary’s District
Tactical Tasking & Coordination Groups (TTCGs). This methodology is still in
the early stages of development.

1.5

Evaluation and Performance Monitoring
A Child Criminal Exploitation analyst post has been part funded by both
Norfolk Constabulary and Norfolk Youth Offending Team. The analyst will be
able to assist with analysis of Child Criminal Exploitation related crime and
interventions.
A set of Key Performance Indicators needs to be agreed. This is still under
consideration but, based upon the four provisional key objectives of the Child
Criminal Exploitation Team, evaluation could possibly be measured as below:
•
•
•
•

Raising awareness and training for front line professionals in relation to
Child Criminal Exploitation – monitoring training delivered with
evaluation forms completed by participants;
Offering consultation and advice for front line professionals in relation
to Child Criminal Exploitation – monitoring advice provided (this will be
written into the tiered intervention checklist);
Diversions and Intervention - analysis of individual cases and
interventions put in place for child or young person;
Enforcement - analysis of individual cases and interventions put in
place for child or young person.

The Child Criminal Exploitation Team will maintain a tracking database that
will allow for the monitoring and evaluation of cases that are referred to the
team.
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In conjunction with this, statistics will also be gathered within the MASH in
relation to the number of cases being screened and the outcomes.
1.6

Governance
Governance of the Child Criminal Exploitation Team pilot will be via the
Exploitation of Children Sub Group of the Children & Young People’s
Strategic Partnership.

2.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

2.1

2 x Police Constables (1.8 FTE) = £89,280 per annum. They will be
seconded to the pilot for an initial period of 6 months with an evaluation to
take place at that stage in relation to extension across the whole 12 month
period.

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
NO
YES
YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

AGENDA ITEM: 5

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION: For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 19th November 2018

SUBJECT:
Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub: Update and Relocation to County Hall

SUMMARY: This paper provides an update on the following matters:
•
•
•
•
•

The partner agencies who form the Norfolk Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub
(MASH);
The subject matters covered in the Norfolk MASH;
Norfolk Constabulary’s resourcing commitment to the MASH and a
breakdown of the policing teams;
The MASH Review;
The recent relocation to County Hall.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the contents of the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

The Norfolk Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) brings together a
number of statutory and third sector agencies in order to deal with a wide
variety of vulnerability and safeguarding issues on a collaborative basis. A
number of agencies are physically located together on Floor 4 at County Hall,
whilst some members have a part-time or virtual presence.
Background
The Norfolk MASH came together in 2011 and was originally located at
Vantage House in Norwich City Centre until September 2018, when it
relocated to County Hall. The MASH initially dealt with Child Protection,
Vulnerable Adult Safeguarding, Domestic Abuse and Honour Based Abuse
but as new threats have emerged, the MASH has grown and adapted to
respond. Over the last seven years new partners have joined the MASH to
provide a truly multi-agency response to threat and harm. The MASH is
covered by a comprehensive multi-agency Information Sharing Agreement.
MASH Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.2

Norfolk County Council Adult Safeguarding Team
Norfolk County Council Children’s Services
Health Practitioners
Norfolk Constabulary (Safeguarding and Investigations) – Adult and Child
Abuse, Domestic Abuse, Child Sexual Exploitation, Sex Workers, Slavery,
Trafficking, Missing Persons, Prevent
National Probation Service
Education
Change Grow Live (Drug & Alcohol Services)
Leeway - Independent Domestic Violence Advisors (IDVAs)
The Rose Partnership (Magdalen Group & Barnardo’s) – dealing with
Child Sexual Exploitation and return home interviews for missing children.
Virtual links with Mental Health, Housing, District Councils, and other
providers

Norfolk Constabulary’s Commitment to the MASH
Norfolk Constabulary is a key partner in the MASH and has been at the
forefront of developing new services to meet emerging vulnerability issues
and developing innovative practice. Due to the diverse nature of policing,
Norfolk Constabulary has a part to play in virtually all of the subject areas that
are dealt with in the MASH. The team is currently made up of 2 Detective
Inspectors, 11 Detective Sergeants (10.13 FTE – Full Time Equivalent), 20
Detective Constables (17.73 FTE) & 32 Police Staff Members (28.38 FTE). A
summary of the subject areas and the policing teams within the MASH is
outlined below.
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Protecting Vulnerable People (PVP) Team
All Child Protection and Adult Safeguarding referrals are dealt with by the
Protecting Vulnerable People Team. They research and collate relevant
information from police systems and take part in multi-agency strategy
discussions to decide upon the most effective course of action. They ensure
the investigation is recorded on Athena and allocated to the appropriate
investigative unit. The team also review all information reports submitted by
officers and staff in relation to child protection and adult protection concerns
(known as CPIs and APIs). These information reports allow for the
understanding of cumulative risk and are disseminated to colleagues in
partner agencies based upon previously agreed criteria. The PVP team deal
with an average of 1,961 child protection referrals and CPIs and 415 adult
safeguarding referrals and APIs every month. The team also receive and
review all Prevent referrals from a safeguarding perspective in relation to
children who may be vulnerable to radicalisation.
Domestic Abuse Safeguarding Team (DAST)
The Domestic Abuse Safeguarding Team carries out secondary risk
assessment and safeguarding work for all high risk and medium risk domestic
abuse crimes and non-crime incidents. They also carry out safeguarding
work for all domestic abuse cases where there is a prisoner in custody,
regardless of risk level. They are part of the daily Multi-Agency Risk
Assessment Conference meetings (see below) and work very closely with the
Independent Domestic Violence Advisors (IDVAs) from Leeway and with the
Children’s Services’ Domestic Abuse Team in the MASH. They carry out a
whole range of safeguarding actions including (but not limited to) finding
refuge space for victims, arranging for alarms and phones, placing object
markers on police systems, creating response plans and creating briefing
slides for police colleagues. The DAST deal with an average of 66 high-risk
and 454 medium-risk domestic abuse related crimes and incidents every
month.
Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conferences (MARAC)
In these Conferences partners come together to share information and
consider actions for all high risk domestic abuse cases. Previously meetings
were held every fortnight (for central areas) or every four weeks (for eastern
and western meetings). However, since 2016 Norfolk MARACs have been
held on a daily basis in the MASH so that risk can be addressed in a timely
fashion. For the 12 month period from 1st February 2017 to 31st January
2018, Norfolk officers and staff attended 1,636 MARACs. The chairing of
these meetings is shared between the Domestic Abuse Safeguarding Team,
Leeway and Children’s Services. A team of three police staff members are
employed by Norfolk Constabulary and based in the MASH with a dedicated
function to support this multi-agency process.
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Operation Encompass
92% of Norfolk’s 435 primary and secondary schools are signed up to
Operation Encompass, which facilitates the sharing of police information with
schools where a child’s family has been involved in a domestic abuse incident
in the preceding 24 hours or over the weekend. This allows schools to have
an understanding as to why a child may be withdrawn, upset or struggling so
additional support can be provided. The education representative in the
MASH is provided with all relevant child protection issues from the police and
disseminates them to the schools that have signed up to the operation.
Disclosure Team
A dedicated Disclosure Team has been created within the Domestic Abuse
Safeguarding Team. They receive, review and research all applications under
the Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme (DVDS), also known as Clare’s
Law, and the Child Sex Offender Disclosure Scheme (CSODS), also known
as Sarah’s Law. The team consists of 2 (1.6 FTE) Detective Constables, 2
(1.5 FTE) Police Staff Investigators and 1 IDVA from Leeway. Upon receipt of
an application, they collate relevant information and prepare documentation
for a multi-agency decision making panel. Once the panel has made a
decision to disclose, the team make the disclosure to a person who is in a
position to protect those exposed to the risk of harm by somebody with a
history of domestic abusive behaviour or child sexual offending.
Although there has been an increase in ‘Right to Ask’ applications under
Clare’s Law, Norfolk Constabulary have been particularly proactive in the use
of the ‘Right to Know’ element of the scheme. This allows for disclosure of
relevant information to people who may be at risk of domestic abuse when the
police or another agency thinks that person has a right to know, regardless of
whether they have made an application themselves. This proactive stance
has led to an increase in workload, however, as can be seen by the table
below. It is this increase in workload that resulted in the decision to create the
dedicated Disclosure Team.
Number of Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme
(DVDS) requests and notices (2014-2017)
2014
2015
2016
2017

Total number of
requests for
DVDS
Right to Ask
requests
Right to Know
requests
Number of
Disclosures
Withdrawn

50

66

210

333

32

34

34

69

18

32

176

263

15

27

134

184

14

14

15

17

No Disclosure

21

23

61
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Missing, Adult Sex Working & Trafficking (MAST) Team
The Missing, Adult Sex Working & Trafficking Team review all missing person
reports and share with partners those relating to vulnerable people. They also
work with partners and other police departments to assist with missing person
enquiries and to reduce the number of missing episodes in repeat cases. The
team also work with partners to understand the adult sex working picture in
Norfolk and to take steps to reduce vulnerability and exploitation. The MAST
team also reviews all Human Trafficking & Modern Slavery cases in Norfolk
and ensures that appropriate referrals are made to the National Referral
Mechanism to safeguard and support potential victims of trafficking. They
also provide a safeguarding and support function to all Human Trafficking &
Modern Slavery enforcement operations in Norfolk.
Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation (MASE) Team
The Multi-Agency Sexual Exploitation Team receive all referrals where it is
believed a child may be at risk of sexual exploitation and carry out a multiagency screening process to understand the level of risk. They ensure that
cases are allocated appropriately to investigative and safeguarding teams.
The team have recently started to screen cases involving Child Criminal
Exploitation as well as Child Sexual Exploitation so that a consistent approach
is taken to all types of child exploitation.
Safeguarding Support Team
The Safeguarding Support Team carry out police checks for all strategy
discussions, Child Protection Conferences, Serious Case Reviews,
Safeguarding Adult Reviews, Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements
(MAPPA) Meetings and Domestic Violence Disclosure Scheme applications.
They also carry out police checks for partner agencies including Children’s
Services and Probation. The work of the team has increased significantly
over the past three years as can be seen from the table below. This gives an
indication of how much demand has grown overall within the safeguarding
arena in Norfolk over this time.

April 15-16
April 16-17
April 17-18

Children’s Probation Strat Checks
Claire’s
Services
Checks
Child/Adult/Child Law
Checks
Sexual
Checks
Exploitation
1922
1548
1022
100
2554
2307
1636
281
2522
2324
2278
305

Other
Checks
543
573
715

MASH Information Management Unit (IMU)
The MASH Information Management Unit form a critical function by ensuring
that all crimes and incidents are properly recorded on Athena and quality
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assured so there are no delays in the cases being allocated to the teams for
safeguarding and investigative action.
1.3

Recent Developments: Relocation and MASH Review
MASH Review
In early 2018 Norfolk County Council’s Children’s Services Department
commissioned a review into their MASH procedures, in particular their referral
pathways or ‘front door’ for partner agencies. This review was led by
Professor David Thorpe of Lancaster University and has resulted in revisions
to the referral pathways. The old referral form (NSCB1) has been removed
and partners now have a direct conversation with experienced social workers
when they have a concern about a child. They are able to talk this through
and work out a route forward. This new ‘front door’ is named the ‘Children’s
Advice and Duty Service’ (CADS). This service officially launched on 17th
October 2018.
Part of the review looked at the provision of large numbers of police child
protection issues (CPI) forms to Children’s Services as described above.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Norfolk Constabulary commissioned
Professor Thorpe and his team to review the police CPI process with a view to
establishing a more efficient way to share information between the two partner
agencies. This piece of work is currently underway. In order to further
understand how services may be developed, officers from the Norfolk MASH
are visiting both the Leeds and North Lincolnshire MASHs, where services
have already been redesigned based upon Professor Thorpe’s work.
Relocation to County Hall
With the lease at Vantage House due to come to an end in 2019, Norfolk
Constabulary and Norfolk County Council took advantage of an early break
clause and agreed to vacate by the end of October 2018. This allowed for
some financial savings and created the opportunity to move to more modern
facilities at a refurbished County Hall. The move took place very smoothly in
September 2018. It has allowed for all MASH partners to be located on one
floor instead of across two floors at Vantage House and for staff to work in a
nicer environment. It has also allowed for increased contact between senior
managers and other partners based at County Hall, thus enhancing working
relationships.

2.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

2.1

None

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

None
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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STATE
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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AGENDA ITEM: 6

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 19th November 2018

SUBJECT: Police and Crime Plan: Deliver a Modern and Innovative Service –
Change Programme Update

SUMMARY:
This report provides an update on each of the significant projects within the current
Change Programme; focussing on the overall aim of the project, any
interdependencies with other work and the next key project milestones.

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

This report provides an overview of the significant projects within the current
Change Programme that enable the Constabulary to:
•
•

Deliver a modern and innovative service; with the right tools to fight
and reduce crime.
Ensure good stewardship of taxpayers’ money through the efficient
delivery of policing services.

1.2

There are 12 significant projects that are due to be implemented over the next
9-12 months and a more comprehensive summary of these projects is
provided below. All of the projects listed are joint and being developed and
implemented on behalf of both Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies.

1.3

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Improvement Programme
The aim of this programme is to continue the enhancement and development
of the Enterprise Resource Planning system. The system is a combined
Finance, Human Resources and Procurement system that allows shared
working across the three disciplines to improve and streamline business
processes.
The programme will:
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade the current system that was introduced in 2015.
Work with the Constabularies’ Chief Financial Officers to consider the
long term strategic direction of the system.
Implement new modules including on line-recruitment.
Improve management information and reporting.
Replace the current EnAct form based system that allows managers to
notify Human Resources of employee changes, with a fully integrated
solution known as Apex.

Next Key Milestone: November 2018. The Apex application will be
introduced within the Constabulary to replace the existing EnAct system.
1.4

Genie / ClearCore
The Genie / Clearcore system currently provides a search and matching
facility across several legacy systems to enable intelligence queries and
research to be carried out more efficiently and effectively by front line officers
since the introduction of the Athena system. The project is part of the ongoing
requirement to achieve compliance regarding the Management of Police
Information (MoPI).
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Next Key Milestone: Autumn 2018. Go live of the project
1.5

Custody Investigation Unit Review
The review will focus on the current operating model, ensuring the most
efficient and effective workforce mix alongside the management of demand
into the unit. The review will also explore how best to support frontline
policing regarding the development of; Student Officers, Tutor Constables and
Response Officers. This project has interdependencies with the ongoing
wider Custody Review (see section 1.12).
Next Key Milestone: December 2018. Review findings to be presented.

1.6

Resource Management Unit Review
The review will focus on ensuring that the structure and operating model is
sufficiently resourced in order to continue to deliver an efficient and effective
service, keeping overheads such as overtime costs at a minimum.
Next Key Milestone: December 2018. Review findings to be presented.

1.7

Digital Forensic Software – Upgrade
This project will upgrade the current software, making extraction from mobile
devices more efficient and effective. This is increasingly important given the
current volumes of digital data that are captured and the predicted continued
increase in the future. The new software will provide greater quality
assurance and accreditation and therefore meet future disclosure
requirements enforced by the Courts.
Next Key Milestone: Early 2019. Go live.

1.8

Shared Service Transaction Centre
This project is dependent on the Enterprise Resource Planning Improvement
Programme and looks to maximise the benefits of a single integrated system
through the development of a joint Human Resources and Finance
transactional team. This team will deal with the more routine transactions,
such as the processing of claims and invoices where there is a high volume of
processing work involved. Improvements within self-service technology will
allow the small team to better manage the high volume work.
Next Key Milestone: December 2018. Go live of improvements in self-service
- available via local intranet sites.

1.9

Evidential Property Review
An integrated joint property team across Norfolk and Suffolk was implemented
in July 2018. Further work on this project will help reduce the volume of
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property seized and stored and the overall maintenance costs. Ongoing work
includes the communication and development of policies to articulate what
property is held and for how long. Localised training will also take place
across the county.
Next Key Milestone: Early 2019. Go live
1.10

On-line Recruitment Module
This project is dependent on the Enterprise Resource Planning Improvement
Programme and looks to implement an on-line recruitment solution to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of current business processes. Other benefits
of this project include an enhanced service to both internal and external
applicants to the Force and improved management reporting information.
Next Key Milestone: Early 2019. Go live

1.11

Installation of Vehicle Telematics
This project will install telematics units and dash-cams across the current
vehicle fleet as part of an essential requirement on the Constabulary to
ensure we comply with any motor insurance provision. The project will allow
the Constabulary to monitor and develop any “at risk” driver behaviour.
Savings are anticipated in fuel consumption and general wear and tear of the
vehicles which will offset the cost of implementation.
Next Key Milestone: April 2019. Go live

1.12

Custody Review
A review of Custody was initiated to ensure that the most efficient and
effective operating model was in place to meet current and future demand.
The review findings demonstrated that a more standardised shift pattern
would improve employee management and wellbeing and assist in handovers
undertaken with front line policing colleagues.
Next Key Milestone: April 2019. Go live

1.13

Athena Restructure
Following implementation of the joint Athena system a review is being
undertaken to consider the most efficient and effective operating model to
support the Constabularies in managing crime and case preparation, whilst
also improving the victim’s journey.
This large project has many
interdependencies with other change programmes; most fundamentally the
recent local policing restructure.
Next Key Milestone: Early 2019. Business Case to be presented
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1.14

Taser Implementation
This is a national project that requires the replacement of existing Tasers with
a new device. The roll out of this project has key interdependencies with
Learning and Development through initial training of officers on the new
device, any conversion training and then the mandated refresher training
Next Key Milestone: March 2019. Purchase of new nationally agreed devices.

2.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

2.1

Financial implications associated with the aforementioned projects are
recorded in the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP). A Strategic Planning
and Monitoring meeting is held monthly, chaired alternately by the Deputy
Chief Constables, where monitoring of progress against the plan takes place.

2.2

Where required, remedial action regarding resourcing of a project will be
discussed and approved through this meeting along with:
•
•

Any new requests for projects, or
Any requests to change the scope / mandate of the project

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

An Organisation (Delivery) Board meeting is held monthly with business leads
to update on project progress and interdependencies across the Change
Programme. As part of the due diligence of this process, project managers
submit monthly highlight reports and risk logs to the Programme Management
Office so that an overall assessment can be made regarding progress.
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED)
Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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AGENDA ITEM: 7

ORIGINATOR: Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

For Information

SUBMITTED TO: Police Accountability Forum – 19th November 2018

SUBJECT:

Complaints and Professional Standards Update

SUMMARY:
1. This report relates to Complaints, Misconduct and Professional Standards
information for the period 1 April to 30 September 2018.
2. The report provides the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complaints about Police Officers and Police Staff
Complaint reduction and trends
Service Recovery
PCC Dip Sampling
Discipline Outcomes
Lessons Learned

RECOMMENDATION:
The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the contents of this report.
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

The legislative framework governing the recording and management of public
complaints is the Police Reform Act 2002. Aspects of this legislation have
been amended by the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011
which came into effect on 22 November 2012.

1.2

There have been no significant changes since the last accountability paper
and the majority of data is in line with both National and Most Similar Forces
information.

1.3

This paper contains the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key indicators relating to the handling of complaints
Contextual information relating to allegations recorded and outcome
Complaint cases and allegations
Three year complaint comparisons
Three year allegation comparisons
Allegations finalised by investigation
Allegations finalised by other means
Force Appeals
Direction and Control Complaints
Service Recovery
Complaints from Black or Minority Ethnic Groups
Complaints of Discriminatory Behaviour
Complaints made by under 18’s
Most Similar Forces Group
Discipline Outcomes
Resignations
Public Hearings
Lessons Learned
OPCC Dip Sampling

1.4

Public complaint numbers have decreased by 15%, from 224 complaints
recorded in Q1-Q2 2017/18 to 191 in the reporting period in 2018/19.
Allegations recorded have remained consistent, having recorded 412 in Q1Q2 2018-19, compared to 413 allegations in the same period last year.

1.5

The Professional Standards Department continue with their Complaint
Reduction Initiative aimed at educating officers and staff in complaint
avoidance.

1.6

Direction and Control Complaints which are those concerning policies and
procedures rather than the conduct of an individual, have been subject to
change following the introduction of new Independent Police Complaints
Commission (IPCC) Statutory Guidance. From the 22 November 2012 all
such issues are recorded as public complaints under the category of
‘organisational’. During the reporting period, only two Direction and Control
complaints were recorded.
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1.7

On 7 July 2014, Service Recovery was introduced to replace the
Dissatisfaction process in order to deal with low level matters (where there is
no complaint) quickly and to the satisfaction of the member of public. This
process is managed by Professional Standards which allows a consistent
approach to dealing with all issues raised by the public concerning the service
they receive. During the reporting period, 139 Service Recovery issues were
recorded. Each issue is categorised into the reasons for the matter being
raised.

1.8

Lessons Learned as a result of complaints received by Norfolk Constabulary
are included in this paper.

1.9

In the reporting period, 6 public complaint cases were recorded where the
complainant is from a Black or Minority Ethnic Group which have resulted in 8
separate allegations.

1.10

The most common allegation recorded by complainants is ‘other neglect or
failure in duty’. A total of 168 allegations were made against this category
(41%). This is followed by 54 allegations for ‘incivility’ (13%).

1.11

In the interests of transparency, there is no longer a non-public section of this
report. All areas will now be included in this public paper.

2.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

2.1

There are no significant financial issues associated with this report.

3.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

3.1

There are no significant risks in relation to this report.
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Has legal advice been sought on this submission?
Have financial implications been considered?
Have human resource implications been considered?
Have accommodation, ICT, transport, other equipment and
resources, and environment and sustainability implications been
considered?
Have value-for-money and risk management implications been
considered?
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been
considered including equality analysis, as appropriate?
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the
Police and Crime Plan?
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely
to be affected by the recommendation?
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Introduction
This report presents figures on public complaints relating to Norfolk Constabulary, recorded during
the period 1 April to 30 September 2018. These complaints are made by members of the public in
relation to the conduct of those serving with the Police and are dealt with under the Police Reform
Act 2002 (PRA 2002). The PRA 2002 introduced a number of changes with regard to complaints
against the Police. These changes came into effect on 1 April 2010 and aimed to improve the way
that complaints are handled. Under the PRA 2002, forces are required to record all complaints
made by the public in relation to the conduct of those serving in the force. Amendments made to
the police complaints system by the Government in the Police Reform and Social Responsibility
Act 2011, introduced in November 2012, were designed to streamline and remove unnecessary
bureaucracy from the system, ensure that complaints are handled at the lowest appropriate level,
and focus more on putting right the complaint made by the member of the public. As a result of
the amendments, Direction and Control issues are now recorded as Public Complaints and the
allegations are referred to as Organisational.
Data for the report is extracted from the Professional Standards database on a quarterly basis.
The data is sourced from a live case management system and as such is a snap shot of the
information as it was at the time. Therefore, it should be noted that there may be variances
between the quarterly figures and the accumulative data.
Executive Summary
•

Complaint numbers have decreased by 15%, from 224 complaints recorded in Q1-Q2
2017/18 to 191 in the reporting period in 2018/19. Despite the fall in complaints, allegations
have remained consistent, having recorded 412 in Q1-Q2 2018/19, compared to 413
allegations in the same period of the previous year.

The main areas of public complaint remain the same as in previous quarters with ‘Other neglect or
failure in duty’ recording the largest percentage of all allegations.
a) ‘Other neglect or failure in duty’ represents 41% of all recorded allegations. In the
reporting period, 168 allegations were recorded in comparison to 40%, 165 allegations
in Q1-Q2 2017/18.
b) ‘Incivility, impoliteness and intolerance’ is the second highest allegation category. It
represents 13% of all recorded allegations in the reporting period (54 allegations). This
compares to 14% (57 allegations) recorded under this category in Q1-Q2 2017/18.
c) ‘Other assault’ represents 8% of all recorded allegations. A total of 33 allegations were
recorded under this category in the reporting period which is a slight increase in
comparison to the 29 allegations recorded in Q1-Q2 2017/18, 7% of the total recorded.
d) ‘Breach code C PACE’ allegations are the fourth largest category of complaint. In the
reporting period 29 allegations were recorded which is 7%, compared to 8%, 33
allegations in the same period in 2017/18.
e) Allegations of ‘Lack of fairness and impartiality’ have increased from 9 allegations (2%)
in Q1-Q2 2017/18 to 21 allegations in the reporting period, which is 5% of the total
allegations recorded. This is a big increase from the previous year however in Q1-Q2
2016/17 allegations of this category were comparable with the reporting period.
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Just two Organisational allegations (complaints about how the Force is run) were recorded in the
reporting period which is 0.4% of the total allegations recorded. No allegations of this nature were
recorded in the same period in 2017/18 and 6 allegations (1.2%) were recorded in Q1-Q2 2016/17.
The percentage of allegations finalised by local investigation is 43% in the reporting period. This is
a decrease from 53% in Q1-Q2 2017/18 and 52% in Q1-Q2 2016/17.
With the decrease in allegations investigated, the allegations finalised by local resolution have
steadily increased over the last three years. In the reporting period 39% of all allegations were
locally resolved, compared to 30% in Q1-Q2 2017/18 and 36% in the same period in 2016/17.
Supporting Commentary
‘Other Neglect Allegations’
The Joint Professional Standards Department (PSD) handles all public complaints and service
recovery matters for Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies and retains the investigation of the most
serious or complex cases within the department. The department records an average of 750
complaints per year and 550 service recovery matters each year across both forces. Complaint
recording requires adherence to the statutory framework, ongoing guidance to investigators and
quality assurance. PSD also provide the formal complaint responses to the public.
As highlighted above, the main areas of public complaint remain the same as in previous quarters
with ‘Other neglect or failure in duty’ recording the largest percentage of all allegations. This
follows a National and Most Similar Forces trend. The Independent Office for Police Conduct
(IOPC) produces data relating to the performance of Professional Standards Departments across
all Forces, and figures have consistently shown a rise in allegations recorded under this category.
This category includes allegations with regard to a lack of conscientiousness and diligence
concerning the performance of duties. This may include failure to record or investigate matters
and keep interested parties informed. It includes failure to comply with orders, instructions or force
policy’.
In order to try and establish the reasons for the increase in allegations recorded under this
category, PSD have been undertaking some strategic analysis. The analysis focusses on finalised
allegations in order to capture and extract valuable data as to how the complaint was finalised,
whether allegations were upheld and what learning has been identified. The analysis and
recommendations are due to be finalised in November and the key findings will be shared in the
next accountability paper.
Abuse of Position for Sexual Purpose
The Anti-Corruption Unit (ACU) focusses its proactive capacity on the areas of greatest risk
according to the Norfolk and Suffolk corruption strategic threat assessment. One of the greatest
areas of risk is that of ‘abuse of position for a sexual purpose’. This is defined as:
“Any behaviour by a police officer or police staff member, whether on or off duty, that takes
advantage of their position as a member of the police service to misuse their position, authority or
powers in order to pursue a sexual or improper emotional relationship with any member of the
public.”
There is a National Strategy for ‘abuse of position’ whose strategic intent is to work together with
partners to prevent abuses of position for a sexual purpose, gather intelligence to ensure cases are
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identified as early as possible, develop the policing response to such incidents and engage others
to raise awareness and to build public confidence that the service takes this issue very seriously.
For the Joint PSD, a clear plan is in place to address the issues of officers and staff who abuse
their position for a sexual purpose. A sergeant and an analyst within the ACU have been allocated
this area of work as a specific portfolio responsibility. Part of this work involves raising awareness
with partners who support members of the public with a variety of vulnerabilities including domestic
abuse victims, sex workers and those vulnerable to Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE). Establishing
clear boundaries, recruiting, posting, training and supervising staff to minimise the risk of such
abuse are also key areas of work.
Ethical & Learning Culture
The Professional Standards Department is integral to the delivery of the joint force values of
transparency, public service, impartiality and integrity. This is done by setting and maintaining
standards, protecting the organisation from corruption, improving the culture of integrity, openness
and accountability as well as helping officers, staff and the wider organisations to learn and
improve. Delivering a spectrum of interventions from investigating corruption to recognising a
mistake and supporting managers to help staff members to learn and develop, the Joint PSD
preserves and enhances the integrity of Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies.
Creating a learning culture and improving individual and organisational learning has long been part
of the role of PSD in Norfolk and Suffolk. PSD managers provide regular training inputs to a wide
variety of audiences. PSD contribute to the Ethical and Learning Culture through the oversight and
development of the Joint Integrity Board and the soon to be launched Complaint Reduction and
Improvement Group (first meeting 20th November). The overarching aim of the latter is to embed
continued learning and development, securing confidence and driving leadership and staff
engagement with a particular focus on proactive complaint and misconduct reduction to improve
service delivery. Areas of note arising from this group will also be highlighted in the accountability
paper.
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Table A: Key Indicators Relating to Handling of Complaints
Measure

Q1-Q2
2018/19
87
120
92%

Average number of days to locally resolve complaint*
Average number of days to investigate complaint*
% of cases recorded within 10 days

Q1-Q2
2017/18
78
77
88%

Q1-Q2
2016/17
49
68
90%

*The data relates to complaint cases, not allegations. The IOPC bulletin provides information
regarding the average number of days to resolve/investigate allegations

Table B: Contextual Information Relating to all Allegations and Outcome
Measure

Recorded allegations
Number of ‘other neglect or failure in duty’
Number of ‘incivility, impoliteness and
intolerance’
Number of ‘other assault’
Number of ‘breach Code C PACE’
Number of ‘lack of fairness and impartiality’
Outcome of allegations
Number of discontinued/disapplied
Number of withdrawn
Number of upheld investigations
Number locally resolved
Special Requirements*

Q1-Q2
2018/19

%

Q1-Q2
2017/18

%

Q1-Q2
2016/17

%

168

41

165

40

158

32

54

13

57

14

58

12

33
29
21

8
7
5

29
33
9

7
8
2

54
34
23

11
7
5

30
36
30
155
5

8
9
18
39
1

22
28
25
103
8

6
8
14
30
2

28
14
32
122
0

8
4
18
36
0

*The IOPC Statutory Guidance indicates that where a complaint is subject to special requirements
(the officer may have committed a criminal offence, or behaved in a manner which would justify the
bringing of disciplinary procedures), the investigator should indicate their opinion as to whether
there is a case to answer in respect of misconduct or gross misconduct or whether there is no case
to answer rather than stating the complaint is upheld or not upheld. Following a court judgment,
the way in which outcomes are recorded on the database was amended to accurately reflect those
cases subject to special requirements.
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Public Complaint Cases and Allegations
300
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0
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2016/17

Q2
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2017/18

Public Complaints

Q4

Q1

Q2

2018/19

Allegations

(Chart 1): The above chart shows the number of public complaint cases and allegations recorded
quarterly over the past three years
Table C: Public Complaint cases and allegations recorded
Year

Quarter

Complaint Cases Recorded

Allegations Recorded

2015/16

Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2

93
114
111
109
102
96
108
116
129
109
107
84

154
235
236
272
240
228
221
199
227
228
212
205

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Note: Allegations recorded during specified periods may also include allegations added to existing
cases. i.e. 228 allegations have been recorded during Q4 2017/18. Of those, a proportion may be
new allegations added to cases already recorded in the previous quarter.
The accumulative quarterly complaint figures above do not take into account those cases which
are subsequently de-recorded or that may have been initially recorded against Norfolk
Constabulary and then changed to Suffolk Constabulary, or vice versa, following identification of
the subjects.
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Allegation Types Recorded
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(Chart 2): The above chart details the number of allegations recorded under each category.
The allegation categories which have the largest number of issues recorded under them are
represented, with all other categories being grouped together.
The top five highest recorded allegation categories for the reporting period are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Other neglect or failure in duty – 168 allegations recorded (40.7%)
Incivility, impoliteness and intolerance – 54 allegations recorded (13.1%)
Other assault – 33 allegations recorded (8%)
Breach Code C PACE – 29 allegations recorded (7%)
Lack of fairness and impartiality – 21 allegations recorded (5%)

The top four allegation categories are the same as those recorded for the financial year 2017/18
and show similar percentage totals.
The allegation ‘Lack of fairness and impartiality’ has increased from the 9 allegations recorded in
Q1-Q2 2017/18, which was 2% of the total recorded. In Q1-Q2 2016/17, 23 allegations were
recorded under this category (5%). Looking further back to Q1-Q2 2015/16, data shows that 21
allegations were recorded (5%) highlighting that figures for 2017/18 were low in comparison.
The chart above shows there has been a year on year rise in allegations of ‘Other neglect of failure
in duty’ when comparing Q1-Q2 data to the previous two years, however this increase is minimal.
Total allegations recorded in the reporting period are similar to those recorded in the same period
in 2017/18. Therefore it is possible that allegation numbers at the end of the financial year will be
similar to those recorded in 2017/18, despite the fall in complaint cases recorded.
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Allegations Finalised by Means
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(Chart 3): Shows the means by which allegations have been finalised. The means by which an
allegation can be finalised are ‘Investigation’ (local, supervised, managed and independent), ‘Local
Resolution’ and ‘Other’ (disapplication, discontinued and withdrawn)
Table D: Outcome of allegations
Year

Quarter

Investigation

Local Resolution

Other

2015/16

Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2

44
30
53
58
93
128
85
86
79
81
43
60

19
5
4
75
50
58
35
62
54
73
36
65

7
4
12
13
28
36
32
18
21
24
34
28

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Allegations resulted as ‘Special Requirements’ have been investigated and are therefore included
in the investigations.
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Table E: Outcome of allegations finalised by investigation
Year

Quarter

Upheld

%

Not Upheld

%

Special
Requirements

%

2015/16

Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2

2
2
12
10
6
18
10
14
11
9
11
7

5
6
23
17
6
14
12
16
14
11
26
12

42
28
41
48
85
109
74
69
66
68
31
49

95
94
77
83
91
85
87
80
83
84
72
82

2
1
1
3
2
4
1
4

2
1
1
5
3
5
2
7

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

The above table details the outcome of allegations that were recorded against public complaint
cases which were subject to local investigation. The complaint is upheld where there has been an
unreasonable breakdown in service or failure in service which has adversely affected the
complainant. This does not imply that there is a case to answer for misconduct/unsatisfactory
performance by a police employee. The recorded percentage is of those cases locally investigated
only.
The data above is collected on a quarterly basis and therefore is reflective of the picture at that
time.
Of those allegations recorded in Q1-Q2 which were subject to Special Requirements, one was
found to have a case to answer, resulting in a misconduct meeting where a written warning was
issued. Four resulted in no case to answer.
Table F: Allegations finalised by other means
Year

Quarter

Local
Resolution

%

Withdrawn

%

2015/16

Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2

19
5
4
75
50
58
35
62
54
73
36
65

27
13
6
51
29
26
23
37
35
41
32
42

2
3
4
5
18
10
14
14
3
12
20
15

3
8
6
3
11
5
9
8
2
7
18
10

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Dispensed/
Discontinued/
Disapplication
5
1
8
8
10
26
18
4
18
12
14
13

%
7
3
12
5
6
12
12
2
12
7
12
8

The recorded percentage is of all cases finalised during the reporting period
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Force Appeals
The appeal body for complaints changed with the introduction of the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 on 22 November 2012. This places the responsibility on the individual
Force for dealing with the majority of appeals. The IOPC will remain the appeal authority for all
formal investigations, those cases which were referred to the IOPC and cases where a nonrecording decision was made. An assessment of the complaint is conducted on receipt to
determine the relevant appeal body (RAB). An additional RAB test is completed in respect of each
appeal received to ensure that the correct appeal body has been identified.
Within the reporting period, 1 April to 30 September 2018, 34 appeals against all categories were
received by the Force.
Of the 34 appeals recorded within the reporting period, 29 have been reviewed.
Table G: The table below details the categories under which the appeal was made and details the
outcome and a percentage of appeals upheld
Category of Appeal
Outcome of Police Investigation
Outcome of Local Resolution
Application of Disapplication
Application of Discontinuance
TOTAL

Live
0
5
0
0
5

Upheld
3
3
0
0
6

Not Upheld
2
16
4
1
23

Total
5
24
4
1
34

% Upheld
60%
16%
0%
0%
21%

The percentage of upheld appeals across all categories is 21%
The average number of working days taken to finalise appeals within the reporting period is 17
days.
To compare the data to the same period in 2017/18, a total of 22 valid appeals were received and
14 had been reviewed at the time of the data collection. The percentage of valid appeals upheld
across all categories was 21% and it took on average 38 working days to finalise the appeals.
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Direction and Control Complaints
On 22 November 2012, new legislation was introduced in the form of the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 which changed the way that Direction and Control complaints are
recorded. All complaints of this nature are now recorded as public complaints. The allegations
relate to Organisational issues concerning how the Force is run and are categorised in the
following way:





Operational policing policies
Organisational decisions
General policing standards
Operational management decisions

In the reporting period just two Direction and Control complaints were recorded.
(Chart 4): Details the Organisational allegations recorded in Q1-Q2 2018/19 in comparison to the
previous two years:
3
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0
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Decisions

2018/19
2017/18
2016/17

The number of direction and control complaints remains low, as they have done for the last four
financial years.
Of the two direction and control allegations recorded, one was originally assessed as relating to an
organisational matter, however, following investigation it was determined that there was no
organisational issues to review and that all allegations made related to conduct of officers or staff.
The remaining direction and control matter relates to Operational Management Decisions and
related to the timescales around implementation of a policy decision. The matter was disapplied
due to the complaint being made in excess of 12 months after the incident.
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Service Recovery
The Service Recovery process allows low level matters, where there is no complaint, to be dealt
with quickly and to the satisfaction of the member of the public.
During the period 1 April to 30 September 2018, 139 Service Recovery issues were recorded.
Each issue is given a category relating to the reasons for the matter being raised and can have
more than one recorded against it. A total of 159 circumstance categories were recorded against
the 139 Service Recovery cases.
(Chart 5): The below chart shows the number of different circumstance categories recorded on the
Service Recovery cases during the reporting period compared to Q1-Q2 in the previous two years:
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Once the Service Recovery process is entered, the member of public is still able to make a formal
complaint if they choose. Of the 139 issues recorded as Service Recovery, 7 were unable to be
resolved under this process and were recorded as public complaints and dealt with under the
Police Reform Act 2002 (PRA 2002). This equates to 5% of all Service Recovery issues recorded.
This is a reduction from the 6.4% of failed Service Recovery matters in Q1-Q2 2017/18 but a slight
increase from the 4% in the same period in 2016/17.
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Complaints made by Black and Minority Ethnic Groups
In the reporting period, 1 April to 30 September 2018, 5 public complaint cases were recorded
where the complainant is self-declared as Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME).
A total of 6 complainants are linked to the complaint cases and 8 separate allegations have been
recorded.
10
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7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

(Chart 6): Displays all allegations recorded within the Q1-Q2 reporting period against the BAME
self-classification of the complainant, provided at the time the complaint was reported or during the
investigation.
Of the 412 allegations recorded for the period, 8 (1.9%) were made by a complainant from a BAME
group. To compare to previous years, in Q1-Q2 2017/18, 23 (5.5%) of the 413 allegations and in
the same period in 2016/17, 15 (3%) of the 499 allegations recorded were made by complainants
from BAME groups.
Following investigation, one allegation of ‘Other neglect or failure in duty’ made by a complainant is
no longer applicable and has been removed from the database.
It should be noted that there is no requirement for complainants to provide their ethnicity when
making a complaint and during the reporting period only 42 % of complainants provided this
information.
The most common allegation category recorded by complainants from BAME group in the
reporting period is 5 allegations of ‘Other neglect or failure in duty’. One allegation each of
‘Discriminatory behaviour’, ‘Other assault’ and ‘Incivility, impoliteness and intolerance’ have been
recorded.
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The allegations made by BAME complainants between 1 April and 30 September 2018 are
detailed as follows;
Ethnicity

Summary of Complaint

A1 – Asian Indian

Allegation the officer used racially abusive language towards the
complainant

A1 – Asian Indian

Allegation of excessive force during arrest resulting in injuries

A9 – Any other Asian
Background

Allegation that following a call to police, officers were sent to the
incorrect location

A9 – Any other Asian
Background

Allegation police took too long to respond to the reported incident

B9 – Any other Black
Background

Allegation crime enquiries were not followed resulting in delays in
the investigation

M1 – White and Black

Allegation police failed to conduct enquiries resulting in no further
action being taken

M1 – White and Black

Allegation the attending officers were rude and intimidating
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Complaints of Discriminatory Behaviour
In the reporting period 1 April to 30 September 2018, the Professional Standards Department
recorded a total of 412 allegations. Of this total 10 allegations were recorded against the category
of Discriminatory behaviour which amounts to 2.4% of the total allegations recorded.
To compare this percentage to the same period in previous years, in Q1-Q2 2017/18 2.9% of the
allegations recorded were discriminatory behaviour and 2% in Q1-Q2 2016/17.
This category of complaint covers all discrimination under the protected characteristics of
homophobia, gender, religion/faith, disability, race, mental health, age, gender reassignment,
marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, sexual orientation and unspecified.
(Chart 7): Shows a breakdown of the allegations within the recording category, in comparison to
the same period (Q1-Q2) the previous two years:
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*One allegation recorded in Q1-Q2 has the protected characteristics of both Race and Mental
Health recorded against it.
The 10 allegations have been recorded on 9 public complaints.
allegations recorded is as follows:
•
•
•

The current status of the

4 not upheld
1 withdrawn
5 ongoing investigations
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ALLEGATIONS OF DISCRIMINATION
RECORDED 1 APRIL TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2018
1. Allegation officers discriminated against the complainant by failing to provide an appropriate
adult for interview (MENTAL HEALTH) – not upheld
2. Two allegations made by complainants where they allege the officer’s manner and the way
in which they were spoken to was racist (RACE) – not upheld
3. The complainant alleges the officer stopped and accused them of an offence due to their
appearance and skin colour (RACE) – not upheld
4. Allegation the officer used inappropriate language towards the complainant (RACE) –
ongoing investigation
5. The complainant believes the officer failed to deal with the other party in the incident due to
their ethnicity (RACE) – ongoing investigation
6. Allegation the officer was rude and showed them a lack of respect (DISABILITY) –
withdrawn
7. The complainant alleges the officer treated them differently when investigating the crime
(RACE) – ongoing investigation
8. Allegation the officer made inappropriate comments towards the complainant (MENTAL
HEALTH) – ongoing investigation
9. The complainant is unhappy with the way in which they are dealt with by police and
believes this to be discrimination (RACE and MENTAL HEALTH) – ongoing investigation
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Complaints made by under 18’s
The IOPC Statutory Guidance states that young people under 16 can make a complaint in their
own right and would not normally need to provide written permission from a parent, guardian or
advocate. In many cases the young person will be supported by a parent, guardian or other
appropriate adult. However, if this is not the case it should not prevent them from making a
complaint.
During the Q1-Q2 2018/19 reporting period just one public complaint was made by a young person
under the age of 18. This compares to 4 complaints in the same period in 2017/18 and also 4
complaints in 2016/17.
The young person in this case was represented by a parent/guardian and the allegations
specifically relating to the contact with the young person were not upheld.
(Chart 8): Shows the number of complaints made by young people and their age at the time the
complaint was recorded:
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Most Similar Forces Group
Most Similar Forces (MSF) Groups are designed to help make fair and meaningful comparisons
between forces. Forces operate in very different environments and face different challenges. It can
be more meaningful to compare a force with other forces which share similar social and economic
characteristics, than, for example, a neighboring force.

National
Result

Wiltshire

Devon &
Cornwall

Lincolnshire

North
Yorkshire

Suffolk

West Mercia

Norfolk

North Wales

The data below has been taken from the Independent Office for Police Conduct quarterly statistics
bulletins for Q1 2018/19 (1 April to 30 June 2018) and is presented to gain an understanding of
where Norfolk sits within the MSF Group at that time. It should be noted that the figures are based
on three months’ worth of data. The Q1-Q2 2018/19 bulletins were not available at the time of the
data collection and are due to be published on 7 November 2018.
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271
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140
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Q1 – 01.04.18 to 30.06.18

Cases Recorded
% complaint cases recorded
within 10 working days
Ave number of days to finalise
complaint cases (not including
sub judice)
Allegations Recorded
% of Other neglect or failure in
duty allegations
% of Incivility, impoliteness and
intolerance allegations

Allegations Finalised

Ave number of days to locally
resolve allegations
Ave number of days to finalise
allegations by local investigation

*N/A – data not available within the quarterly statistics as the ‘Other assault’ category does not
feature within the Force’s top five allegation types recorded
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Internal Investigations

A review of the internal investigations recorded between 1 April and 30 September 2018 has
been conducted.
During the reporting period, 19 internal investigations were recorded, consisting of 30 separate
breaches. These breaches relate to 15 Police officers and 8 members of Police staff.
Of the 30 breaches, the most frequently recorded was ‘Authority, respect and courtesy, (27%),
followed by ‘Duties and responsibilities’ (23%) and ‘Discreditable conduct’ (17%).
(Chart 9): Displays a breakdown of the number of breaches recorded on the conduct cases
under each category and as a percentage overall:

Honesty and integrity (10%)
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Authority, respect and courtesy
(27%)

3

Use of force (3%)
8
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Orders and instructions (10%)
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Duties and responsibilies (23%)
Confidentiality (7%)
Fitness for duty (3%)
Discreditable conduct (17%)
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Examples of issues recorded under the most commonly recorded breaches of Authority, respect
and courtesy, Duties and responsibilities and Discreditable conduct are as follows:
•

Allegation a police officer and member of police staff engaged in a conversation that was
inappropriate and unprofessional regarding a member of the public
- Management action given

•

Allegation the member of police staff sent inappropriate emails showing lack of respect
and courtesy towards line manager
- Written Warning issued

•

Allegation the member of police staff used inappropriate language towards school
students
- Written Warning issued

•

Allegation the officers failed deal with incident resulting in injury being caused to a
member of the public
- Live investigation

•

Allegation a member of police staff has behaved inappropriately towards ex-partner
- No case to answer

•

Allegation the officer assaulted their partner
- No further action criminally and no case to answer
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MISCONDUCT/DISCIPLINE OUTCOMES
The following table provides details of the misconduct and disciplinary outcomes recorded against
police officers, police staff and members of the Special Constabulary as a result of hearings and
meetings.
GROSS MISCONDUCT HEARINGS
1 APRIL TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2018
1

Nature of Offence
A member of police staff attended a disciplinary hearing for
Confidentiality and Honesty and integrity

Outcome
Final Written
Warning

Accessed Force systems for a non-policing purpose
Forwarded personal data to a non-police email account
2

A member of police staff attended a disciplinary hearing for
Authority, respect and courtesy

Written Warning

Sent inappropriate emails showing lack of respect and
courtesy towards line manager
MISCONDUCT MEETINGS
1

A police officer attended a misconduct meeting for Fitness
for duty and Orders and instructions

Final Written
Warning

Failed to arrive for duty time and was unfit to perform full
duties
2

A member of police staff attended a disciplinary meeting for
Orders and instructions and Duties and responsibilities

Written Warning

Continued contact with a member of the public when it had
been advised it was inappropriate
Used inappropriate language towards school students
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Resignations
The Police (Conduct) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 which govern police conduct, asserts that,
where an assessment has been carried out that a police officer’s conduct could amount to gross
misconduct, on or after the 12 January 2015, an officer could no longer resign or retire from the
police force until the disciplinary proceedings have been concluded unless medically unfit or
there are other exceptional circumstances.
Additionally, officers who faced potential misconduct proceedings on any ground and who have
previously been given a final written warning were also prevented from resigning pending the
outcome of the investigation and disciplinary procedure.
The Policing and Crime Act (PCA) 2017 contains a number of reforms and from 15 December
2017 allows officers under investigation to resign or retire. However, there is an expectation that
misconduct proceedings for gross misconduct will be taken to conclusion.
No police officers have resigned whilst under investigation during the reporting period.

Public Hearings
From the 1st May 2015, in cases where an officer is given notice of referral to misconduct
proceedings under regulation 21 (1) or 43 (1) of the conduct regulations, the case will now be
heard in public. This will also be the case for special case hearings (fast track cases).
Exemptions from this are subject to the discretion of the person chairing or conducting the
hearing to exclude any person from all or part of the hearing.
The new regulations do not apply to misconduct meetings or third stage unsatisfactory
performance meetings.
Venues for public hearings will be carefully selected according to the nature of the hearing.
In cases where an officer is given notice of referral to misconduct proceedings under regulation
21 on or after 1st January 2016 the hearing will be heard by legally qualified chairs. Any cases
prior to this date will continue to be heard by a member of the National Police Chief’s Council
(NPCC).
No gross misconduct hearings have been held for police officers during the reporting period.
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Lessons Learned
Below is a small selection of the Lessons Learned which have been recorded as a result of Public
Complaints made in Norfolk. All lessons identified during the investigation are collated, actioned
and tracked to ensure a suitable conclusion. The Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC)
publish their own ‘Learning the Lessons’ bulletin focusing on national lessons identified and each
bulletin is reviewed within Professional Standards and issues disseminated for awareness.
Origin of
Lesson

Summary

Lesson Identified

Recommendations/Actions

The complainant
raised concerns
Public
around the initial
Complaint
actions of the
officers following the
death of a family
member.

The note left by the deceased
was not disclosed to the family
until much later. It was
determined that the Force
Policy did not appear to
correctly reflect the
expectations of the Coroner.

The owner of the interim Force
Policy covering Death
Investigations met with the
Coroner and the policy
document has been amended.

The complainant
was unhappy that
Public
police failed to
Complaint
inform them that
their family member
had been arrested.

The detained person
nominated a family member to
be informed of their arrest
however this was not
completed. The detainee was
only held in custody for a short
period before being taken to
court.

Complaint received
Public
about the use of
Complaint
force officers used
during detention.

Officers used body worn video
to capture the first contact and
subsequent arrest but turned
off BWV when the individual
calmed down. Further force
was needed when the arrested
person became violent when
being placed in prisoner
transport.

Officers were called
to attend a person
attempting to take
their life. The
address the officer
Public
had was incomplete
Complaint and forced entry to
an incorrect
property. After some
delay the vulnerable
person was located
and received
treatment.

The correct address was
recorded on Athena however it
had been updated with an
incomplete address following
more recent contact with the
individual. The most recent
address entered takes priority
on the front screen however all
previous addresses are readily
accessible but this was not
picked up by the control room
operator.
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Custody staff have been
reminded of the need to make
efforts to contact nominated
persons even if the detainee is
only in custody for a short
period of time. Entry made in
the June edition of the
Learning Times publication.
Officers need to be reminded
of the importance of switching
on BWV when attending
incidents and to ensure they
capture all subsequent
interaction. Included in the
June edition of the Learning
Times.
The Athena project team have
created a guide in relation to
searching addresses on the
system and this was circulated
within the Learning Times
publication. This lesson has
also been circulated in both
Norfolk and Suffolk Control
Rooms.
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Glossary
Complaint Case – A single complaint case may contain one or more linked allegations, made by
one or more complainants, against one or more persons serving with the Police.
Allegation – Describes the type of behaviour complained about. A single complaint case can
have one or more attached allegations. For example, a person may allege that they were pushed
by an officer and that the officer was then rude to them. This would be recorded as two separate
allegations forming one complaint case. An allegation is recorded against an allegation category.
Local Resolution – For less serious cases, such as rudeness or incivility, a complaint may be
suitable for Local Resolution. This usually involves a local police supervisor handling the complaint
and agreeing with the complainant a mutually acceptable way of addressing the issue. This may
be through a more thorough explanation, an apology or an outline of what actions will be taken in
order to prevent future complaints of a similar nature.
Local Investigation – In other circumstances a thorough investigation of circumstances may be
necessary. This involves the appointment of an investigating officer which will examine allegations
and report upon whether each allegation is ‘Upheld’ or ‘Not Upheld’. A complaint will be recorded
as ‘Upheld’ if the service or conduct complained about does not reach the standard a reasonable
person would expect. The outcome, therefore, is not solely linked to proving misconduct.
Supervised Investigations – Investigations carried out by the Police under their own direction and
control. IOPC sets out what the investigation should examine (terms of reference) and will receive
the investigation report upon completion. Complainants have a right of appeal to the IOPC
following a supervised investigation.
Managed Investigations – Investigations carried out by Police under the direction and control of
the IOPC.
Independent investigations – Investigations carried out by IOPC investigators.
Discontinuance – Forces may find it impractical, on occasion, to conclude an investigation. This
could occur if a complainant fails to cooperate, if the complaint is repetitious or refers to an abuse
of procedure. In such cases, an application can be made to the Appropriate Authority to
discontinue the investigation.
Disapplication – Introduced in the new Statutory Guidance, to replace Dispensation, an
application can be made to the Appropriate Authority to disapply a complaint on the grounds that
the complaint is over 12 months old, already subject of a complaint, remains anonymous, is
vexatious or repetitious.
Withdrawn – No further action may be taken with regard to a complaint if the complainant retracts
the allegation(s).
Subjudice – Subsequent to recording, the start of any work on a complaint may be postponed due
to the matter being considered ‘sub judice’. This is when a person linked to a complaint cases is
associated with separate criminal proceedings. The decision is made by Professional Standards
and the complainant has a right to appeal the decision to the IOPC.
Investigation appeal - This applies to all complaints investigated by the force itself or where the
investigation has been supervised by the IOPC. There is no avenue of appeal from independent or
managed investigations.
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Local resolution appeal – Complainants are entitled to appeal to the Appropriate Authority
against the local resolution outcome.
Complainants - Under the PRA 2002, a complaint about the conduct of someone serving with the
Police can be made by the following types of people:
a) Any member of the public who alleges that police misconduct was directed at them
b) Any member of the public who alleges that they have been ‘adversely affected’ by police
misconduct, even if it was not directed at them
c) Any member of the public who claims that they witnessed misconduct by the police
d) A person acting on behalf of someone who falls within any three of the categories above.
This category of person is classed as an ‘agent’ or ‘representative’, not as a complainant in
their own right, and must have the written permission of the complainant.
Being ‘adversely affected’ is broadly interpreted in the legislation and includes distress,
inconvenience, loss or damage, or being put in danger or at risk. This might apply, for example, to
other people present at the incident, or to the parent of a child or young person, or a friend of the
person directly affected. It does not include someone distressed by watching an incident on
television. A witness is defined in the PRA 2002 as someone who ‘acquired his knowledge of that
conduct in a manner which would make him a competent witness capable of giving admissible
evidence of that conduct in criminal proceeding’. This includes, for example, someone in control of
CCTV cameras or in possession of material evidence. One complaint case can have multiple
complainants attached and one individual can make more than one complaint within the reporting
year.
Subjects – The PRA 2002 broadened the range of people who could be subject to a complaint.
Complaints can be made against the following police personnel;
a) Police officers of any rank
b) Police staff, including Community Support Officers and Traffic Wardens
c) Special constables
d) Contracted-out staff designated under section 39 of the PRA 2002 – for example, escort or
custody officers employed by another company.
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